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CHAPI'E'R I 
THE PROBLEi:I Ai-ID lJEFINITIOlJS OF TEJ.l.?,'1S USE'.O 
Within the past decade, there has been increasing public 
interest in the establishment of special programs of education for 
mentally retarded children. The school progrc.1.m for mildly retarded 
children (the educable mentally retarded) is a well-established part 
of many school systems. The more recent development of programs for 
moderately retarded children (the trainable mentally retarded) is 
largely the result of over-crowded condit;ions in many private insti-
tutions and the desire of maqy parents to keep their children at home.l 
That music is an important part of the educational program 
for these children is borne out by the following statement of the 
Music Educators National Conference: 
The importance of music in the educational program of 
mentally retarded children is an accepted fact by those who 
1vork vd.th them daily. Music furnishes a variety of interests 
and activities and its material can be selected to appeal to 
many of these children.2 --
I. THE PROBLEI.T 
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this study 
(1) to examine the value of music in fulfilling some of the physical, 
emotional and psychological needs of mentally retarded children in 
l:rr..arvey A. Stevens and Robert L. Erdman, 11Educa tion of the 
Mentally Retarded Child, 11 Special Education for the E.xceptional, 
Volume III (Boston: Porter Sargent, Publisher, 1~), p. 447. 
2Music in American Education: Music Educators Source Book, 
Number 2 (Chicago: Music Educators National Conference, 195s;;-
PP• 267-268. 
2 
a special classroom situation, (2) to outline a program of musical 
activities, giving careful consideration to the needs of these 
children, and (3) to evaluate the effectiveness of the suggested 
musical activities by examining the indivic.ual responses of trainable 
mentally retarded children to these activities. 
Importance of the study. It is essential that teachers of 
special classes for trainable mentally retarded children knO\"r the 
importance of music as part of the education curriculum, and that 
they become familiar with the methods and materials used in providing 
musical activities which vvill enrich the lives of these children. In 
this study, an attempt v;as made to present suggestions for musical 
activities in the areas of singing, listenins, rhythmic movement, 
and playing of instruments, and, further, to evaluate specific 
activities in each of these areas according to their effectiveness. 
It is thereby hoped that this will serve as a guide in the use of 
music in a special classroom of trainable mentally retarded children. 
Scone of the problem. The scope of this study Y.Jas limited to 
the inclusion of activities suitable for trainable mentally retarded 
children. Not included in this study Yrore programs for the educable 
mentally retarded or the to·t;ally dependent mentally retarded. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERJS.S USED 
The trainable menta~lv retarded child (or moderately mentally 
retarded child). The term "trainable mentally ret.s.rded child11 shall be 
interpreted as meaning the child who possesses potentialities for 
learning self-care, adjustment in home and neighborhood, and economic 
usefulness in a sheltered environment) These children are not 
capable of learning academic skills beyond rote learning of some 
simple vrords or numbers; their speech and language abilities are 
limited and their approximate I.Q. range is 25-50. Their mental 
ages as adults range from three to six years.4 
The educable mentally retarded child (or mildly mentally 
retarded child). The term "educable mentally retarded child" shall 
be interpreted as meaning the child who cannot profit sufficiently 
3 
from regular elementary school work because of slow nerrtal developnerrt, 
but who can learn some academic skills, particularly in a special 
class situation. The approximate I.Q. range of these children is 
bet7roen 50 and 70, and mental ages as adults range from six to 
twelve years.5 
Special class. Since the term "special class" applies to a 
specific situation referred to throug.~out the study, it shall be 
interpreted as meaning a specialized situation in a public school, 
better equipped to meet the needs of mentally retarded children than 
are regtuar classrooms; the teacher must have thorough understanding 
of the problems of mental retardation.6 
3Marvin A. Wirtz and Richard Guenther, "The Incidence of 
Trainably Mentally Handicapped Children, 11 Journal of Exceptional 
Children, Volume 23 (January, 1957), PP• 171, 172, 1?5. 
4Harvey A. Stevens and Robert L. Erdman, "Education of the 
Mentally Retarded Child, n Special Education fc.r the Exceptional, 
Volume III (Boston: Porter Sargent, Publisher, 1950), p. 435. 
5Ibid., P• 435. 
6christine P. Ingram, Education of the Slow· Learning Child, 
(New York: Ronald Press Company, 1953), p.-n. 
4 
Throughout the study, reference will be made to certain 
clinical types of retardation; therefore, the follm<ing definitions 
are made: 
Mongoloid. This term shall be interpreted as meaning the child 
who possesses the following characteristics: 
The skull is abnormally short in circumference ".'rith the 
frontal regions being flattened. The eyes are aL'11ond-shaped 
and have a downward slope similar to that in the :Mongolian 
race. • •• they are usually short and somewhat stocky in 
build. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
About 30% are idiots (severely mentally retarded), 68% 
are imbeciles (moderately mentally retarded), with about 2% 
maturing as mildly mentally retarded. Most mongols fall in 
the moderately retarded level of intelligence and vdll have 
the mental ability of the normal three, four, or five-year-
old individual.? 
Brain-injured child (or brain-damaged child). The term 
Hbrain-injured child11 shall be interpreted as meaning the child 1vho 
before, during, or after birth has suffered some injury to, or 
infection of, the brain, resulting in v~rying degrees of neuromotor 
L'11pairment, mental retardation, or at~Tical behavior.8 The brain-
injured child is not always mentally retarded, but in this study, 
the term will be used to denote those children in vmom the brain 
damage has resulted in mental retardation. 
?Harvey A. Stevens and Robert 1. Erdman, "Education of the 
Mentally Retarded Child, 11 Special Education f'2!: the :S.."1:ceptional, 
Volume III (Boston: Porter Sargent, Publisher, 19;b), PP• 441-W+2• 
Smvin H. Schneider, "The Use of 1iusic With the Brain-Damaged 
Child, 11 Music Thera}y, Volume 3 (Lawrence: National Association for 
Music Therapy, 1953 , PP• 95-98. 
III. SOURCES OF DATA 
The literature reviev·red for the purr.·oses of this study 
consisted of books and periodicals dealil"'..t; vlith exceptional children 
(including the mentally retarded) in general, periodicals dealing 
specifically 1nth music for the mentally retarded, and unpublished 
vrorks related directly and indirectly to the topic. 
This literature formed the basis of a plan of suggested 
musical activities which~s given to the teachers of two special 
classes for the trainable mentally retarded, involving 18 children 
with chronological ages ranging from five to fourteen years. These 
activities were incorporated into the regular music period for a 
period of approximately four and one-half months. 
With the plan of activities was included an evaluation sheet 
for the purpose of allovlil"'~ the teachers to record reactions of the 
children to the various specific activities. 
IV. ORGA:·JIZATION OF THE R3UADTDER 
OF THE THESIS 
5 
Chapter II vrill consist of a review of related investigations, 
including bibliographical data and findings of the various studies 
made. In Chapter IIC, an explanation of the methodologyvlill be 
attempted, with emphasis upon organization, methods of presentation, 
and evaluation. Chapter IV 1vill present the capabilities of trainable 
mentally retarded children, and the implications in the organization 
of a music program for these children. Specific music activities and 
materials will be suggested in Chapter V as part of the music program 
6 
for trainable mentally retarded children. An evaluation of this 
suggested progra.11 will be made in Chapter VI. This evaluation will 
be made on individual case-study basis, 1vith particular attention 
given to the response of each child to specific activities; the 
response of the group as a whole will also be noted and a comparison 
of both special classes will be made. Chapter VII 'l"iill be comprised 
of findings, conclusions, and recommendations. 
CHAPl'ER TVVO 
REVl~N OF RELATED I:NVESTIGATIONS 
In reviewing the research in the field of music for the 
mentally retarded, it appeared that investigations have been con-
ducted in musical activities for educable mentally retarded children, 
rather than for the trainable mentally retarded. No evidence was 
found to indicate that any extended studies 1·rere conducted in the 
area of music for the trainable men·!ially retarded. However, the 
findings of the research conducted in music for the educables can 
be of great value in the investigation of musical activities for 
trainable mentally retarded children, if the following reasonable 
assumption is made: whatever limitations are possessed by educable 
mentally retarded children are possessed to a greater extent by 
trainable mentally retarded children. Added to this is the fact that 
a great many trainable mentally retarded children possess physical 
handicaps as well. 
Therefore, whatever suggestions are offered in these studies 
must be viewed with these factors in mind if they are to be of value 
in the organization of a music program for traiP~ble mentally retarded 
children. 
The purpose of the experi:nental program conducted by Jackson9 
was to investigate the possibilities arising from a music program for 
9virginia Sue Jackson, 11An E~xperirrental Study of Music 
Instruction with a Class of Mentally Retarded Childrenn (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Florida State University, Tallahassee, August, 1953). 
mentally retarded children. vYhat vrere suitable activities, and in 
what ways could they be correlated '~th other daily activities? 
Could self-confidence of mentally retarded children be increased 
through participation in these activities? Could relaxation during 
rest period be facilitated by use of recorded music? Could musical 
ins~ruction contribute to the correction of singing and articulation 
problems? 
Jackson's subjects were a class of mental~y retarded children 
in a public school in Leon County, Florida, consisting of eleven 
boys and one girl between the ages of eight and thirteen, with an 
I.Q. range between 58 and 75. The young group (8 to 10 years) 
worked up to first grade level, the older group (ll to 12 years) 
from high first to second grade level. Song material vms selected 
from Kindergarten-primary books, criteria being content, interest, 
and correlation with other activities. 
8 
On the basis of this experimental program, Jackson arrived at 
several conclusions: (1) The interest value of a musical activity must 
be given equal consideration with content and leve~ of difficulty; 
(2) The non-singer can be taught to make better use of his voice 
through individual and group music instruction; (3) Some students who 
are excluded by the vocal approach respond to instrumental activities; 
(4) The corre~ation of music with other activities of the da3r may be 
used effectively as a medium for reinforcing academic concepts; 
(5) Successful participation in musical activities may bring increased 
confidence in this area. No genera~ization can be made concerning 
9 
carry-over to other areas; (6) These children do make use of their 
knowledge of' musical activities during their leisure time; (7) Some 
t~~s of recorded music seem to facilitate relaxation during rest 
period. 
A similar project ;vas undertaken by Anthon., 10 whose proo.Lem 
was to establish a proGram for special classes to he.Lp each chi.Ld 
physically, socially, and emotionally. Case studies were made of 
the 16 children involved; their I.Q. 1s ranged from 48 to 76. Anthon 
found that constant repetition ~~s an extremely important factor in 
working with these children. There was much variety in the regular 
class program. Perj.ods of work ?rere followed by periods of rest and 
all materials were conveniently located. All phases of the music 
program were can-ied on simultaneously to provide sufficient variety 
and an opportunity to reach all the children. Anthon noted that 
progress was difficult and that a high degree of patience r.as a 
necessity. 
The purpose of the experimental program conducted by Deaconll 
was to suggest suitable musical activities for the educable mentally 
retarded at three age levels: primary, intermediate, and junior high 
school. The program included listening, singing, rhythmic response, 
and playing instruments. Implementation was made by means of marching 
lC\iiriam Ahrens Anthon, "A Course of Study in Music for Slow 
Learning Children11 (unpublished Master's thesis, Nortl:nvestern 
University, Evanston, Illinois, 1951). 
11Florence Elmira Deacon, "Suggested Musical Activities for the 
Educable Mentally Retarded" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, 1958). 
10 
and other simple rhythmic activities, rh:ythm band exorcises, group 
singing of rote songs, practice in recognition of parts of selections, 
exercises to develop loud and soft, low and high tones, imitative 
exercises to develop attention to musical sounds, participation in 
musical programs, listening, and dancing. Althoue;h specific books 
and records vrere mentioned, no evaluation of the program vras attempted; 
this was, in fact, recom.'llended as a subject for further research. 
It should be noted that the studies revie-wed to tl1is point 
were conducted in special class situat:Lons, 1'1'ith the groups being 
homogeneous in nature. A different type of experiment "I'ICl.S attempted 
by Oyster.12 Here the subjects were slovr learners in a regular 
classroom situation, a het.erogeneous group. The problem was to 
investigate how music might be of value in the education of a slmv 
learner in a heterogeneous classroom, according to his own rate of 
development and ability. 
The subjects were a fifth bTade class consisting of 33 pupils, 
17 girls and 16 boys. 'I'he intellectual ability of the pupils was 
graded in -t;he following vray: 2 of the pupils possessed very superior 
ability, 3 were superior in intelligence, 8 Yrere high average, 11 low 
average, and 9 were rated inferior in intelligence. Thirteen of these 
children had I.Q. •s bet1reen 70 and 89. 
12Addie Ilene Oyster, "'rhe Role of Music in Educating Slow 
Learners in a Heterogeneous Classroom11 ( unpublisred Master's thesis, 
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, 1955). 
11 
The activities vrere the results of suggestions by teachers, 
pupil ideas, and classroom discussions. The appeal to participation 
by slow learners was made through group activities, as it was difficult 
for them to perform individually. Oyster suggests that it is not the 
acquisition of skills and techniques that is important in this 
situation, but rather, the participation oy these slovr learners in 
meaningful musical experiences. The indication was that the majority 
of the slow learners in this class preferred more rhyt!1mic songs and 
songs with humorous texts. Viewing colored film strips and listening 
to records were also favored, with program music being especially vrell 
liked. The observation ;·~as made that the heterogeneous classroom 
situation provides the opportunity to develop acceptable attitudes, 
sharing, cooperating, and respecting individuality. 
Galligan1sl3 focus for study was the philosophy, goals and 
procedures in setting up classes for trainable mentally retarded 
children. \'Vhile not directly concerned vrith music activities for 
these children, the goals ennumerated by Calligan certainly have a 
direct bearing on the establishment of an effective music prosram. 
These basic aims were: physical health and emotional security, povrer 
of COnh~unication, motor coordination, senso~ training, and leisure 
time activiti!h More generally, the philosophy involved in 
13norothy Angela Galligan, 11 A Study of the Philosophy, Goals, 
and Procedures for Classes for Trainable :Mentally Retarded Children11 
(unpublished :Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, Massachuset·!;s, 
1955). 
1~hese particular aims were underscored to further point up 
the direct relationship to the area of musical activities. 
12 
establishing a special class for ·~rainable mentally retarded chi~iren 
was based upon the principles of personal adequacy, social competency, 
and economic usefulness. 
With the exception of the Galligan stuqy, all the experimental 
studies reviewed have been concerned with music for educable mentally 
retarded children. The findings can be of considerable value in 
determining what effective activities can be used with trainable 
c~ildren. 
Jackson's experimental program was conducted w:Lth a class of 
eleven boys and one girl, ages eight to thirteen, vdth I.Q. range 
betvreen 58 and ?5. The results of this program indicated that 
(1) interest value of a musical activity must be considered; (2) non-
singers or those who are excluded by the vocal approach respond to 
instrumental activities; (3) music can be correlated effectively 
vnth other activities of the day in an attempt to reinforce academic 
concepts; (4) successful participation in musical activities may 
bring increased confidence in this area, though no ceneralization can 
be made concerning carry-over to other areas; (5) these children do 
make use of their knowledge of musical activities during their 
leisUl~ time; and (6) some types of recorded music seem to facilitate 
relaxation during rest period. 
Anthon's project involved case studies of 16 children, I.Q. 1 s 
ranging from 48 to 76. Constant repetition was found to be an 
extremely i.rnportant factor in working w·ith these children. Also 
noted v..-as the fact that progress 1ms difficult and that a high degree 
of patience was necessary. 
13 
Deacon suggested activities for the educable mentally retarded 
at three age levels: priTiary, intermediate, and junior high school. 
Listening, singing, rhythmic response, and pla;ring instruments were all 
a part of the music pro~?;ram. No evaluation of the program was 
attempted, this being a recommendation for further research. 
The problem of slow learners in a regular classroom situation 
was investigated by Oyster. The subjects v:ere a .fifth grade class 
consisting of 33 pupils, 13 of Wham had I.Q. 1s betTIBen 70 a~d 89. 
As it was difficult for the slorr learners to perfor:n individually, 
appeal to participation l'VaS made through gro'.lp activities. Parti-
cipation by these slovr learners in meaningful musical activities vms 
held to be of more importance than acquisition of sxills. Oyster 
observed that the heterogeneous classroom situation provides the 
opportunity to develop acceptable at·titudes t01:m.rd others. 
Although Galligan's study on the philosopny, goals and 
procedures in setting up classes for trainable mentally retarded 
children vras not directly concerned with music activities, the basic 
aims stated have a direct bearing on effective implementation of a 
music program. These aims ·were: physical health and e::J.otional 
security, po1~r of co~:J.unication, motor coordination, sensory 
training, and leisure time activity. 
It vrould appear, from a review of these investigations, tr..at 
the area of music for trainable mentally retarded is still largely 
neglected. This may be due to the fact that the establishment of 
special classes in public school systems for these children is a 
comparatively recent trend. However, the fact. remains that a 
considerable amount of extensive research is j~t to be done in this 
area. 
14 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLCGY 
In view of the fact that aey effective progra::n of activities 
must be based on the needs of the participants, it 1'1B.S necessary to 
exaraine specifically the needs of trainable mentall.y retarded children. 
This was attempted throush perusal of the literature in this 
particular area. 
It was also believed that a proLram of this t;ype would be 
evaluated more effectively through active participation by the 
chiJd ren themselves. The formulated program vras therefore presented 
to two special classes of trainabl.e mentally retarded children for 
this purpose. 
I. REVII.;-i·r OF LITBRATURE 
In reviewing the literature on this particular topic, it 
became even more apparen·t that there is a great need for more 
research in the area of music for the trainable mentally retarded. 
The research v.rhich has been conducted has been limited, for the most 
part, to case studies, such as were presented in a rnunber of periodicals 
revieYred. These studies were conducted over a reasonably long period 
of time and the observations made were careful~ detailed. The theses 
reviewed 1rere of greater value in that they 1rere concerned with the 
effect of musical activUies on groups rather than individuals. IVhile 
individual differences must certainly be taken into account, still 
the special teacher is more immediatel.y concerned wi-th vrhat will be 
effective musical activities for the group as a ·whole. The 
16 
experiments reviewed were consistently well done, involving a 
reasonable length of time and carefully made observations. The 
remainder of the periodical literature vms based largely on observa-
tions made by those who had had experience in working vri th mentally 
retarded children. The most comprehensive, informative, and 
consistently well-written literature revievred vas found in books; 
these did not deal specifically '1.v:i.th music, but rather with the 
mentally retarded child himself, his li.'11i tat ions and his needs. This 
literature obviously is of great value to the special t.eacher of 
retarded children and also to the music teacher who must consider the 
needs of these children. 
II. RESEARCH 
The suggested progra..11 of musical activities was organized 
on the basis of the needs of trainable mentally re~ed children. An 
examination of pertinent literature provided the framevrork of reference 
in this area. The program of activities presented to both special 
classes involved in the study was compiled 'V'r.i..th the capabilities of 
trainable mentally retarded children clearly in mind. This program 
was given the teacher of each special class ·w:Lth the instructions that 
these activities were to be presented as part of the regular music 
program over a period of approximately four and one-half months. The 
progTam was purposely limited, in order that the necessary repetition 
would provide the basis for a more valid interpretation of the results. 
The teachers were provided -rr.i..th a check-list evaluation sheet 
for each pupil. On each sheet 'V'rere listed all the specific activities 
17 
with areas representing different levels of response to be checked 
off. These sheets were actually for the benefit of the special class 
teachers in keeping a record of each child's progress by the simplest 
possible means. The information which comprised the case studies 
was obtained by means of conferences 1~th the teachers, 1r.Lth these 
check sheets as ~Titten records of observations made. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
CAPABILITIES OF TRAINABLE MENTALLY Rt:T!Lli.DED CHILDREN AND 
DlPLICATIONS IN THE ORGANIZATION OF A PROOR.4..11 OF ~,ITJSICAL 
ACTIVITIES FOR THE1ll: 
I. LHITTATIONS OF TRA.INABLE MENTALLY RF:Tl\.RDED CHILDREN 
If the music program for trainable mentally retarded chilci.ren 
is to be at all successful, careful consideration must be given to the 
physical, social, and mental limitations of these children. As Ingram 
states, 11The areas of anatomical development, motor development, and 
motor proficiency, as they are related to intelligence and total 
adjustment, need study.nl5 There are, hovrever, certain general traits, 
pqysical, social, and mental, Which appear to be characteristic of 
particular age groups. The following observations rrere made from the 
special classes for the men·~ally retarded in Rochester, New York, for 
a period of more than two years. 
Physical Limitations, ~ Group: 5-7 years. The majority of 
retarded children in this age group seemed quite capable of walking, 
running, and jumping, but the ability to skip was acquired slowly. 
Coordination and control of fine muscles and the hands and fingers 
were slow in developing. Because their perception and association 
were slower than normal, the children in these classes seemed to 
disregard environmental stimuli. The large majority of these children 
developed normal speech slowly. For some brain-injured children 
l5Christine P. Ingr-am, Education of the Slow-Learning Child 
(New York: Ronald Press Company, 1953), p:-13 -
or those deprived of early experiences, speech uas delayed. It was 
apparent that much encouragement and reminding from adults was 
needed during these years. 
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Physical Limitations, Ag_e Group: 8-10 years. In most of the 
children at this age level, muscular control of the limbs was fairly 
well developed, as was muscular control of the fine muscles of the 
hand and arms. Senses were fairly well developed, but the capacity 
for discriminating and interpreting sensations was found to be less 
than normal. 
Social Limitations, Age Group: 5-7 zears. At this age level, 
mentally retarded children tended to be follow-ers in a group, with 
little initiative or imagination. Generally, they 1vere found to be 
sensitive to criticism and were pleased with any comment of praise. 
Social Limitations, Age GToup: 8-10 years. Even with these 
older children, conduct vms still dominated by desire for approval of 
adults and satisfaction of immediate needs. Suggestion and L~itation 
were dominant in play and conduct. Any imaginative or creative pl~ 
had to involve elements which had become very familiar through actual 
experience or through the use of pictures. 
be familiar to be dramatized successfully. 
Similarly, stories had to 
Much repetition of stories, 
plays, and games seemed to offer satisfaction. 
Mental Limitations, ~ Group: 5-7 ;y:ears. Slower perception 
and association affected the quality and quantity of concepts and ideas 
of mentally retarded children of this age group. Language and 
vocabulary >VBre considerably below the standards of average children. 
Objects had to be defined in terms of use related to the experiences 
of the children. Success in immediate rote memory for a short 
sentence was rarely encountered before the age of seven years. 
1~ntal Limitations, Age Group: 8-10 years. Lack of compre-
hension in the children of this age level resulted in failure to 
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carry out directions. Rote memory was found to be fairly good,but 
memol'"IJ of images was poor and concepts of time, w·eak. At eight years, 
a noticeable vreakness of p011rer of association was apparent; though 
there was some development in this area, it was consistently slow·. 
Lack of adaption in a new situation seemed due to failure to make 
associations and to recognize similarities.l6 
It should be noted that these special classes vrere composed 
of mildly retarded, or educable mentally .':"'etarded children, rather 
than trainable mentally retarded children. However, the general 
nature of these characteristics would seem to indicate that these 
are traits vrhich are possessed by trainable mentally retarded children 
as well, but to a greater degree. 
other observations have been made specifically with regard to 
trainable children. In Flint, Michigan, a program for severely 
retarded children was inaugurated in September, 1953. Four half-day 
classes were established, involving approximately fifty chil:"lren. 
During the course of the program, it was found that with the younger 
children, particularly, coordi~~tion was poor, due partly to the fact 
that parents had not allowed these children to do too much for 
16Ibid., PP• 16-21. 
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themselves. Most of the children had had little experience in 
playing with other children and were uncooperative at first. In some 
cases, speech y;as unintelligible; generally, speech ability was 
limited, even v~th the older children. Span of attention was short. 
The curriculum was very limited, since very fmv of the children could 
accomplish in academic activities.l7 
Lubman18 lists the following concepts as applying specifically 
to children with I.Q. 1s of 50 or under: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Retarded children should be taught as much as possible 
through what can be seen. 
The attention span of retarded children is short. An 
activity may be continued only as long as interest can 
be maintained. 
Motivation of the trainable child is limited, but 
instruction in activities which they are able to perform 
offers a means of giving praise and gives to the children 
a sense of achievement which encourages greater effort. 
Patience is necessary in teachinf trainable children, for 
L~provement is limited and slow. 9 
17vivien M. Ingram and Cleo E. Popp, 11A Public School Program 
for the Severely Mentally Handicapped Child, 11 The American Journal of 
Mental Deficiencz, Vol. 6o (Albany: American Association on Mental -
Deficiency, October, 1955), PP• 285-290. 
l&sased upon her experience as ·Speech Therapist in OvQahoga 
County, Cleveland, Ohio, where the speech program involved approximate~ 
150 children. 
19charlotte G. Lubman, "Speech Program for Severely Retarded 
Children,n American Journal of Mental Deficiency, Vol. 6o (Albany: 
American Association on Mental Deficiency, October, 1955), 
pp. 297-300. 
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Regarding the learning process of the severely retarded child, 
Y.lallin suggests: 
With the lower grades (of mental retardation) or with children 
who have serious muscular impairment or incoordination, the 
proper gradation of the exercises or learning steps is often an 
essential condition of success in teaching. To confront such a 
child with a problem beyond his powers of analysis, comprehension, 
and execution, is to invite discouragement, resistance, or 
failure. If a child has no control over tools and no knowledge 
of the elementary processes, and is started on a complicated 
problem, he will blunder, spoil tools and materials, become 
confused, and lose his feeling of confidence and security.20 
Again, Wallin states that: 
Extensive repetition is required to secure understanding 
and assimilation, to fix what has been acquired, to perfect 
skills, and to develop dependable attitudes.21 
II. DrPLICA'riONS IN THE OilGANIZl\.'riUJ'l OF A PROGRAE OF 
1JIUSICAL ACTIVITIES 
Despite the fact thattrainable mentally retarded children do 
possess physical, social, and mental limitations to a considerable 
extent, there is still a place, and an important one, for music in 
their general educational program. "Music," declares Wallin, "sub-
serves its vital function among these (lm~ I.Q.) children, not only far 
its therapeutic effects ••• but for its cultural value and its value 
as an aid in language improvement. 22 
20J. E. Uallace ·wallin, Education of Mental.ly Handicapped 
Children (New York: Harper & Brothers, 19~), P• 197. 
21Ibid., p. 192. 
22Ibid., P• 342. 
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Using a four-fold program as a basis for activities (singing, 
rhythms, listening, activities using instruments), it would be 
practical here to examine each type of activity and the problems 
which should be considered within each area. 
A. SHDING ACTIVITn;s 
In an experimental study of a class of mentaLly retarded 
children in the public schools of Leon County, Florida, Jackson23 
observed that, with regard to singing activities, the most effective 
technique for teaching songs to these children was the rote method 
(part), and that the chi.Lclren were mos·fj successful with short, 
repetitious songs, invo.Lving few ideas and having simp.Le rhyGhmic 
and melodic content. However, the primary factor in acceptance of 
songs seemed to be interest value, regardless of .Length or difficulty. 
Genera.Lly, the songs which are most sui·Ga.ble for menta.Lly retarded 
children are those songs about things with which they are familiar--
their homes, their families, their pets.24 Scheerenberger found 
that in selecting vocal activities for trainable menta.L.Ly retarded 
children, the adequate songs were those which did not exceed twelve 
measures in length, ~~th repetitious phase lyrics. These songs were 
taught successfully by the whole-sop~ method because of their brevity. 
23virginia Sue Jackson, 11An Experimenta.i Study of Music 
Insiiruction with a Class of Mentally Retarded Chi.Ldren, 11 (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Florida State University, Ta.i.iahassee, August, 1953), 
PP• 10-12, 19. 
24Barbara A. Gerard, 11A Survey of Music Activities in Schools 
for the Handicapped in the New England Areatt (unpublished Vaster's 
thesis, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1955). 
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The melodies which were easiest to learn and which were retained 
longest were those which were light, with a strong rhythmic beat. 
Some difficulty was encountered in selecting vocal material which 
would bridge the ·wide span between ages that may be found in a special 
class for trainable mentally retarded children.25 For example, a 
thirteen year-old child who has achieved second grade comprehension 
may have a larger range of experiences than a normal second-grader; 
hence, songs of that grade level may seem 11babyish" to him. Where 
this occurs, it would be wise to select as many songs as possible 
from an area in which members of the class have a common interest. 
Certain "community-type" songs fall into this category; because of 
their u11iversal appeal, they are learned without too much difficulty, 
despite their length. 
Jackson also mentions action songs and songs usiP~ number 
concepts.26 In utilizing these tyr:es of songs with the trainable 
mentally retarded, learning may be facilitated by teacPing the song 
first without the actions, adding the actions only after the song has 
been learned quite thoroughly. 
For those children who have difficulty in singing on pitch, 
tone games may bring about some improvement; here, again, repetition is 
the keynote. Care should be taken to avoid slovenliness of speech in 
2%ichard Scheerenberger, "Description of a Music Program at 
a Residential School for Mentally Handicapped, 11 American Journal of 
Mental DeficienJ:, Vol. 57 (Albany: American Association on Mentar-
Deficiency, Apri , 1953), PP• 574-575. 
26virginia Sue Jackson, 11An Experimental Study of Music 
Instruction >vi th a Class of Mentally Retarded Children11 (unpublished 
}Jaster's thesis, Florida State University, Tallahassee, August, 1953), 
PP• 10-11. 
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singing. lfuere there is a particular problem in the pronunciation 
of certain sounds, some help may be afforded by songs in which those 
sounds are repeated. 
After several months of :individual vrork vrith ten retarded 
children at Jewish Hospital of Brooklyn, New York, it was found that, 
through the use of singing, the children were helped to overcome to 
a certain degree such psychological impedL~nts as poor memory and 
quick discouragement; furthermore, there seemed to be at least a 
slight L~provement in speech in all the children. It was also 
noted that best results were achieved when pictures were used to 
illustrate sop~s; the visual sense became an additional tool in aiding 
the aural sense.27 
B. RHYTHMIC AC'l'IVl'l'IES 
Aside from the obvious purpose of providing enjoyment, the 
use of rhythmic activities serves also a functioP~l purpose in that 
these activities may contribute considerably to the developnent of 
muscular control. Mention has already been made of the generally poor 
coordination of trainable mentally retarded children. In view of this, 
initial rhythmic activities, particularly for younger children, should 
involve rhythmic manipulation of large muscles (marching, running, 
galloping in time to music).28 
27Barbara Denenholz, 11 Use of I\iusic with Mentally Retarded 
Chilch·en, 11 Music 'l'herap~, Vol. 3 (Lawrence: National Association 
for liusic Therapy, 1953 , PP• 99-107. 
28Richard Scheerenberger, "Description of a 1Iusic Program at a 
Residential School for ltentally Handicapped, n American Journal of 
Mental Deficiencf, Vol. 57 (Albany: .American Associat1.on on Mental 
Deficiency, Apri , 1953), PP• 576-577. 
Wallin adds to these basic activities by sug~esting: 
• • • calisthenics and rQythm work, including folk dancing 
and eurhythmics accompanied by music. 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Music and rhythm make a very strons appeal to the mentally 
deficient and hence should be utilized in the physical training 
exercises ;vhenever possible. This type of activity is of great 
value in overcoming the awkl•rard, clumsy movements characteristic 
of so many defectives. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
:Marching to rhythm is especially valuable for children with 
lmv I.Q.'s. It should be spirited, the music should be lively, 
and there should be close attention to correct posture. A 
variety of rhythms should be used--marching, skipping, running, 
walking and running, walking on tiptoe, marching and clapping, 
and bouncing; they should first be de:.10nstrated by the teacher. 
Simple dances, such as "Looby Loo, 11 ••• 11Five Little Chickadees" 
may be taught.29 
Rhythmic activities were a part of the music program at Flow-er 
Fifth Avenue Hospital 1 s Clinic for the Mentalzy Retarded, where 
functional music classes ·were held for a period of over four years. 
The aim here was better posture, improved muscular control, and 
longer attention span. 
The children raised and lov-rered their arms to the varying 
tempo of ascending and descending scales; they learned to discern 
between fast and slow, loud and soft. Through sudden changes in 
tempo, the pianist, who provided the music for these activities, 
brought in the element of surprise, which stimul<:i.ted more attentive 
listening. This stimulation of attention was also secured through a 
number of other musical games--tossing a bean bag or ball in the right 
29J. E. Wallace Hallin, Education of Mentall~ Handicapped 
Children (New York: Harper & Brothers, 19"55), pp. 2 5, Jill-342. 
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tempo and stopping when the music stopped; d~amatizing stories of 
ponies gradually becoming tired, or speeding trains gradually slcwnng 
down and stopping. These all served the same purpose: the development 
of muscular control and the extension of the span of attention.30 
In planning rhytD~ic activities for the trainable mentally 
retarded, it must be remembered that these children are extremely 
limited in imaginative powers and need constant stimulation by 
dramatization, "make-believe," and through rhythms in which they may 
act out imaginary figures.31 
C. LISTENINJ ACTIVITIES 
For all practical purposes, listening activi-ties may be 
grouped into two broad categories: passive, or "quiet" listening, 
and active listening, involving conscious attention and participation. 
With regard to choosing appropriate music for the former, 11 quietn 
listening, Podolsky makes this statement: 
In addition to music's capacity to attract attention, it is 
also capable of modifying the mood, stimulatine the imagination 
and intellect. 
Psychologically, the response of the nervous system to long-
short music is quieting, to short-long, stimulating. Loud sounds 
30vally Weigl, "Functional Music, A Therapeutic Tool in ~'Torking 
with the 11"entally Retarded, 11 American Journal of Mental Deficiencv, 
Vol. 63 (Albany: P..merican Association on li1errtalDeficiency, January, 
1959), PP• 673-674. 
31Louise E. -,'Ieir, 11 Music Therapy for Retarded and Autistic 
Children, 11 National Association for ~ Therapy Bulletin, Vol. 2 
(Lawrence: National ..!\ssociation for Music Therapy, January, 19)3), 
P• 6. 
are stimulating because they are associated ·with danger; soft 
tones are quieting because they are associated with the 
gentle tones of nature.32 
Passive listening can quiet down or stimulate constructive 
emotional trends if geared to the existing emotions of the chilct.33 
In an individual study of ten brain-injured children over a seven-
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month period, it was found that music could be used to irrluce a state 
of relaxation in most of these children, the relaxative effect 
dependent upon the type of music used.34 
Jackson found that certain tJ~s of recorded music seemed to 
facilitate relaxation during the rest period. In describing these 
periods of quiet listening, she writes: 
The first time music ;vas played during rest period the 
class l'la.S more restless than usual, as evidenced by the 
children's moving their hands and feet and shifting their 
head positions. The composition played was a portion of 
the tone poem, Les Preludes, by Liszt. There were also 
complaints about the music, such as, "I can't rest with the 
music playing." 
Because of the negative response the teacher temporarily 
stopped playing records during the rest period. After further 
discussion it was decided that repetition of the records over 
a period of time might improve the response. Also, it was 
believed that restlessness would probably decrease after the 
class became accustomed to the situation. 
The next records to be played were "Children's Prayer11 
from Hansel anu Gretel by Humperdinck and "Barcarole" from 
Tales of Hof'fiiian by Offenbach. The children responded better 
32Edward Podolsky, M. D., Music for Your Health (New York: 
Bernard ACkerman, Inc., 1945), PP• 38-3~----
33Rudolf Dreikurs, Ivl:. D., "Understanding the ExceptioP..al 
Child, 11 Music Theraf,, Vol. 1 (Lawrence: National Association for 
Music Therapy, 1952 , PP• 41-46. 
34Erwin II. Schneider, "The Use of Music vrith the Brain-Damaged 
Child,n Music Thera):' Vol. 3 (Lawrence: N3.tional Association for 
Music Therapy, 1953 , PP• 95-98. 
to these recordi!lf:S than they had previously. H01!rever, one 
of the more passive children who was usually motionless during 
rest period began to sway during the playing of "Barcarole." 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
n seemed to the teacher of the class and to other observers 
that during the rest periods in which music was played there 
vvas less restlessness in the children as evidenced by a decrease 
in movement of hands and feet, shifting of head position, 
talking, and raising of hands for the teacher's attention.J) 
The inability to listen ·well is at the root of a number of 
problems in related musical activities; the child who cannot keep 
time to the music, or who sings off pitch, would probably achieve 
more satisfying results as his ability to listen improved. One 
method of stimulating this type of listening is through the use of 
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activity records or records which tell a story which can be draiu.atized 
in the simplest manner; these require careful listening for effective 
participation. Listening games may also be a means of developing the 
ability to listen vrell. Active listening is one aspect of the sense 
training which is especially important in a program for the trainable 
mentally retarded and which is necessary if any significant progress 
can be expected.36 The process, again, must be a highly repetitive 
one. 
D. ACTIVITIES USING HJSTRU1,1ENTS 
Although the degree of retardation in trainable mentally 
retarded children is such that they cannot learn to play actual band 
35virginia Sue Jackson, "An Exper:i.Jnental Study of Music 
Instruction with a Class of Men·t;ally Retarded Childrenn (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Florida State University, Tallahassee, August, 19)3), 
PP• 16-17. 
36nsense Training" (Mansfield Depot: Mansfield State Training 
School, 1960). (Mimeographed.) 
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or orchestra ins·truments with any degree of proficiency, the use of 
simpler instruments can contribute a great deal to the enrichment of 
the music program. For all its simplicity, the rhythm band is an 
important part of musical activities for trainable children. As 
Weigl has stated: 
Participation in a rhythm band is one of the best means for 
combining social adaptation with muscular control and inc~eased 
attention span. The children become accustomed to adjust to 
something outside of themselves, to the tempo and dJ~ics of 
the music, to other participants. At first, they usually bang 
at random; then they learn to control their energies according 
to the requirements of the music. These are of'ten more easily 
accepted than verbal directions. For some children it is 
important just to 11let go, n and find a socially acceptable 
outlet for their surplus energies and aggressions by beating 
cymbals or drums. other, more timid ones may begin with a 
11gentle 11 instrument, such as triangles or bells. The choice 
of instruments should be left as far as possible to the 
children so as to strengthen their initiative. Their choice 
is often a good clue to their personality adjustment and 
self-image. It is heartening to see the previously shy child 
11graduate 11 from the triangles to the big, noisy dru."'!l or cymbals, 
or the clumsy, ag~:;ressive one wait for his entrance and come in 
softly when a pianissimo effect is desired.37 
Simple harmonic instruments, such as the autoharp, may be used 
with ver:.,r little difficulty by trainable children, even to the extent 
of accompanying a song Tii th one or tvro basic chords. Utilization of 
tonal instruments offers another means for enjoyment and satisfaction. 
An ascending and descending scale played on a piano is not an 
impossible feat for a trainable child to perform and may offer a means 
of development and improvement of muscular coordination in the hand 
and finger muscles. "Live" perfonnances on various instruments by 
37vally ·weigl, "Functional Music, A Therapeutic Tool in '.iorking 
\rlth the Mentally Retarded," American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 
Vol. 63 (Albany: American Association on Men·tal Deficiency, January-, 
1959), PP• 674-675. 
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those outside the class can make an outstanding contribution to the 
musical experiences of these children. At Fuller Cooperative School 
for severely mentally retarded children in California, an experiment 
>'ras conducted involving 24 children, including mongoloids and brain-
injured chiJd ren. The experiment consisted of six short weeldy 
performances on the cello. Half the time was devoted to the actual 
playing by the instruc·tor, the remainder of the time ii"'aS devoted to 
the presentation of the instrument Yrith its component parts. The 
children were allm•rod to handle the instrument and even to play it. 
The experience seemed to have been beneficial to them; their response 
to the music was pnysical, verbal, or emotional, tn~ough visible signs 
of satisfaction and pleasure. There also seeiJJ3d to be some development 
in sense perception and an increase in span of attention; perhaps 
most important, music had become a means of communication Tii th each 
of the children.38 
In summarJ, then, it has been found that certain physical, 
mental, and social traits appear to be characteristic of particular 
age groups of mentally retarded children. Thus, in one special class 
of educables which was observed, the majority of retarded children in 
the 5 to 7 age group seemed capable of v.ra.lking, running, and jumping, 
but were slow in acquiring the ability to skip. Speech ability also 
developed slowly for the majority of these children. Socially, 
children of this age group tended to be follmvers in a group, with 
38Juliette Alvin, "The Response of SevereJ.y Retarded Children 
to Music," 1\merican Journal of :Mental Deficiency, Vol. 63 (Albany: 
American Association on MentaJ. Deficiency, Hay, 1959), PP• 988-996. 
little initative or imagination. Their mental ability was very much 
limited by their slovr perception and association. 
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The older children, ages 8 to 10, were not as limited, physicalJ;y. 
Muscular control of their limbs "''Vd.S fairly well-developed. With these 
children, suggestion and imitation were dominant in play and conduct. 
Lack of comprehension in the children of this age level resulted in 
failure to carry out directions. 
With children who are severely mentally retarded, the following 
concepts must be borne in mind: (1) Retarded children must be taught 
as much as possible through what can be seen; (2) The attention span 
of these children is very short; (3) Motivation of trainable retarded 
children is limited, but offering activities which they are able to 
perform provides a lnBc":.ns of giving praise which they need; (4) Fatience 
is necessary in teaching these children, for improvement is slow and 
limited. 
Though trainable mentally retarded children are severely 
limited, there is a necessary place for music in their general educa-
tional program. It is important, however, that the music program be 
geared to their limitations. 
An experimental study conducted in a class of mentally retarded 
children in Leon County, Florida, indicated that the rote method was 
the most effective technique for teaching songs to these children. Tl:e 
primary factor in acceptance of songs seemed to be interest value. 
Another survey indicated that adequate sonr;s were those vrhich did not 
exceed twelve measures in length, with repetitious phase lyrics. 
Melodies vrhich were easiest to learn and which ·were retained longest 
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were those which v·rere light 'vi th a strong rhytJ:nnic beat. Tone games 
brought about improvement in ability to sing on pitch. At Jevr.i.sh 
Hospital in Brooklyn, Nm"T York, it was found that, through the use of 
singing, the children were helped to overcome to a certain degree such 
psychological impediments as poor memory and discouragement. Further, 
all the children showed at least slight improvement in speech ability. 
Because of the generally poor muscular coordination of retarded 
children, initial rhythmic activities should involve rhythmic manipuJa-
tion of large muscles. Basically, the purpose of rhythmic activities, 
aside from the providing of enjoyment, should be the development of 
muscular control. Creative rhythms or simple dramatization may also 
aid in extending the span of attention of these children. 
Listening activities may be grouped into two broad categories: 
passive listero.ng, and active listening, vhich involves conscious 
attention and participation. Passive listenins can exert a quieting 
influence if it is geared to the existing emotions of the children. 
Certain types of recorded music may facilitate relaxation. 
One method of stimulating active listening is through the use of 
activity records or records of stories which can be dramatized simply. 
Listening games may also be a means of developing the ability to 
listen well. This ability is an important aspect of sense training 
in a program for the trainable mentally retarded, but the process must 
be a highly repetitive one. 
Although the trainable mentally retarded cannot actually learn 
to play band or orchestral instruments with any degree of proficiency, 
they may derive a great degree of enjoyment through the use of simple 
rhythm, harmonic, and tonal instruments. The rhythm band is an 
important part of the music program for trainable children and it 
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can be an effective means for combining social adaptation with muscular 
control and increased attention span. 
The autoharp may be used vTith little difficulty by trainable 
children, and they may even learn to play a si..rrrple scale passage or 
a tune on the piano. 
All these activities contribute to the pleasure and the satis-
faction these children may derive from active participation in varied 
musical activities. 
CHAPI'ER V 
S1JGGESTED MUSICAL ACTIVITIES FCR 
TRAINABLE lffiNI'AlJ,Y RST1L'IDED CHILDR..~N 
The factors discussed in the preceding chapter provided the 
basis for the suggested content of the program of specific musical 
activities 1vhich follovrs. These activities fall into the four 
categories of singing, rhythmic activities, listening (active and 
passive), and activities using instrQ~ents. 
I. SINGING ACTIVITIES 
Songs have been grouped into the following categories: songs 
of a general nature, action songs, and patriotic and holid~ songs. 
Songs of~ General Nature: 
"A Getting-Up Song11 
11Are You Sleeping?" 
11Rmv, Row, Row Your Boat 11 
Kindergarten~ (Ginn & Compaey), 
page 114. Here is an opportunity 
for individual response in suggest:ing 
different animals or in imitating 
sounds. This sonc may be used 
quite effectively in connection with 
a farm unit. 
Music 'Round the Clock (Follett 
PUblishing Company)' page n. Ylhile 
these children ~vould not be capable 
of singing this in round form, the 
element of repetition makes it 
suitable for unison singing. 
Suggestions for using instruments 
will be given later. 
Favorite Nursery Songs (Random 
House), page 2. Again, this 
cannot be sung as a round, but is 
simple enough to be sung in unison. 
"Rig-a-jig-jig and Away We Go" 
11Five Little Chickadees" 
"Heme On the Range" 
11 Old :MacDonald11 
Action ~: 
trvlill You Come?n 
m,There Is Thumbkin?" 
"People On the Bus" 
"Pussy Willowtt 
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Music 'Round the Clock (Follett 
PUblishing Company), page 49. 
After this has been learned 
thoroughly, children may clap in 
t:i.Ioo as they sing. 
Kindergarten ~ (Ginn & Company), 
page 37. This is a good number 
concept sor..g; five children may 
represent five chickadees, 11flyi.ng11 
away, one at a time. 
Singing and Rhyming, Book 2 (Ginn & 
Company), page 38. Because of' its 
direct appeal, this song should not 
be difficult for these children to 
grasp, despite its length. Repetition 
is necessary. 
Singing ~ R~i~, Book 2 (Ginn & 
Compaey), page) • Again the 
opportunity for individual response 
is prese rrted. 
Kindergarten~' (Ginn & Company), 
page 23. Suggestions for actions 
are given in the song itself'. 
Kindergarten Dook, ( Girm & Compaey), 
page 51. This is a simple and 
appealine finger-play song. 
Singing and Rgyming, Book 3. (Ginn 
& Compaey), page 10. The actions 
to this song are suggested by the 
words. 
Singing and Rhyming, Book 3 (Ginn & 
Company), page 125. Since this 
song uses the ascending and 
descending scales, it may be used 
as an action song, vfith chiJd ren 
raising and low·ering themselves 
slowly, or it may be used as a 
tone-matching song. 
ttThis Old lifan11 
"I A.."!l the Wind" 
"lzy' Little Puppy" 
Patriotic Songs and Holiday Songs: 
11America11 
nstar Spangled Banner11 
"Yankee Doodlen 
"Five Little Pumpkins" 
"I'm a Jack-o-Lantern11 
11Ji:ngle Bells" 
"Silent :Night 11 
11Yie Wish You a Me!T'J Christmas11 
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Ne'N I',:usic Ho!'izons, (Silver Burdett) 
page-rzl: This is an old favorite, 
a finger-play song which can be 
taught from the beginning with 
firger actions. 
Sing and P.£ Songs, Albums 1 and 2, 
(Sing 1n Do Compaey, Ridgevrood, 
New Jersey). These are t"\';'O very 
appealing little songs ·which, 
hoYiever, rmst be repeated often 
because of their length. Sugges-
tions for actions are given on the 
alb~"!l covers of the records. 
Kindergarten Book, (Ginn & Company), 
page 87. ----
Kinder~arten Book, (Gin.n & Company), 
page 8 • 
Kindergarten Book, (Ginn & Company), 
page 89. 
(The last two songs mentioned are 
in abbreviated versions, ·which raa.kes 
them sui table for use with these 
children.) 
~in~;'ing ~nd Rbymi~, Book 3 (Ginn 
"- Compa11;11 ), r:age 0. 
Kindergarten Book, (Ginn & Company), 
page 75. -
Kindergarten Book, (Ginn & Company), 
page 82. {SleiGh bell accompani-
ment.) 
Kindergarten Book, (Gir~ & Coflpany), 
page 81. --
11usic 'Round~ Clock, (Follett 
Publishing Company), page 79. 
Tone Games: 
--
Telephone Game 
Siren Game 
Climbing-the-Ladder Game 
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Using a toy telephone, sing 11 hello 11 
to the child, have him repeat it. 
If the child doo s not repeat it at 
the same pitch, the teacher ,:rill 
begin at his pitch at first and 
then try raising it. 
Imitate a fire siren on noooh, 11 
from a low pitch, ascending 
gradually to the highest possible 
pitch for the child. 
Have the ch5.1d sing up and dorm 
the scale on 11 ah. n 11 This cannot 
be used too successfully until 
some progress has been made in 
pitch discrinination on single 
tones.) 
The tape recorder can be most useful in tone matching work. 
If these tone games are recorded and then played back, the children 
have a chance to really hear themselves, which they may not be able 
to do while participating in the game. The recorder may also be used 
effectively with children ·who have speech difficulties. 
II. RHYTilliTC il.CTIVI':L'ES 
Activities Using 11Lar~e 11 Muscles (walkine, running, sliding, marching, 
sldpping): 
From the RCA Victor Record Library: 
11lmch of the Tin Soldiers 11 
n Soldier's lv1arch 11 
"Valse Serenade" 
Tchaikm'{sky. Volume III, Rhythmic 
Activities. 
Schumann. Volume II, ~ 
Activities. 
Poldini. Volmne I, Hlythmic 
Activities ~skating" to music). 
11Waltz, 11 Op. 9, No. 3 Schubert. Volume III, Rhytl1mic 
Activities. 
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Suggestions for all these activities are given in the Notes 
for Teachers found in each album. 
Activities Using 11Small11 Muscles (requiring finer coordination): 
Bouncing a ball to music 
Waving scarves to music 
unrawing" to music 
Simple Dances: 
"The Hokey Pokey" 
11Caroussel" 
11Bow, Bow, Pelinda 11 
11Chimes of Dunkirk" 
Practice first in tempo vrithout 
music and ·without the ball. Then 
add music, the ball. Childhood 
Rhythms , V ol1.ll'll8 II, (Evans ) • 
~Jake circles in the air with the 
entire arm; next, the arm from the 
elbow down; finally, make circles 
moving only the v~ists and fingers. 
("Valse Serenade" by Poldini, 
Volmne I, Rhythntic Activities, RCA 
Victor Library.) 
Using crayons and a large piece of 
paper, children may 11 draw'1 in time 
to the music, using circular or 
up-and-do~m motion, depending upon 
the selection played. .Any of the 
selections listed above (under 
11large11 muscles) nay be used. 
A modern version of 11 Here Vie Go 
Looby Loo," this requires only the 
simplest movements, is quite 
appealing (Golden Records). 
The first of these is the simplest 
and could probably be used 1vi th 
almost any group. The lasttrro are 
more difficult and their effective-
ness would depend on the ability of 
the group. Instructions for the 
dances are given in the first part 
of the record (Folk Dances, Volume I, 
Evans). ----
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III. LISTENING ACTIVITIES 
Active Listenigg (Records): 
"Lead a Little Orchestra" 
11 Iey Playful Scarf" 
"A Visit to Ivty" Little Friend" 
11A Walk in the Forest 11 
"Little Indian Drum" 
"Strike Up the Band" 
"American Folk Songs 
for Children" 
Active Listening (Listening Games): 
How Many Sounds? 
What's 1zy Song? 
Drum Game 
Passive Lis·t;eninc (Records): 
11Creepy, the Cravrly Caterpillar" 
'
1Slmv Joe 11 
This provides children with an 
opportunity to "oonduct" or keep 
time to the music (Educational 
Record Sales). 
These are all delightful records 
Which provide opportunity for 
rhythmic expression or simple 
dramatization. The last provides 
opportunity for use of rhythm 
instrmnents. ·with all of these, 
the key is good lister~ng 
(Educational Record Sales). 
A singalong record (Educational 
Record Sales). 
All have heads doi'm. One, two, 
or three players sing at the same 
time. Children must tell hat"; 
many have sung. 
One player starts a familiar tune. 
When the other children recognize 
it, they sing along vri th him. The 
same thing may be done "'i'rith rhythm 
instruments, recognizing them by 
sound. 
Tr.'ro drums are used. The teacher taps 
out a very simple pattern on one 
drum, the child tries to repeat 
the pattern after listening to it. 
Both of these are single records, 
and therefore short enough to 
maintain interest (Educational 
Record Sales). 
11The Little Engine That Could" 
"Snow Yihite and the Seven Th'Tarfs" 
Vlhile these are both delightful 
stories, they are somewhat long 
and may be more effectively 
played in parts rather than in 
their entirety. 
"Quiet" Music (for~ periods, art periods, etc.) 
From the RCA Victor Record Library: 
"Clair de Lune 11 
"Music Bax11 
ttTheme from Sonata in A 11 
"Skater's ':ialtz" 
nwaltz in A-Flat 11 
"Hush, !Lry Babe" 
"Melody in F11 
Debussy. Volume V, Listenir:g 
Activities. 
Liadoff. Volume V, Listening 
Activities. 
Mozart. Vol'UIJE IV, _!:istening 
Activities. 
Vfaldteufel. Volume III, Listening 
Activities. 
Brahms. Volume II, Listenin& 
Activities. 
Rousseau. Volume I, Listening 
Activities. 
Rubinstein. Volume II, L~stening 
Activities. 
11Litt.Le Sandman" Brahms. Volume I, Listening 
Activities. 
"To Springn Gr:-ieg. Voltune VI, Listening 
Activities. 
IV. ACTIVI'l'IES USING INSTRillV!El\J'TS39 
In working with rhythm instruments, some of the records which 
may be used are "Strike Up the Band, n a single record (Educational 
Record Sales), and Music for Rhvthm Bands, an album (RCA Librar;y-) • 
39see Appendix B for the exact form of this section, as it was 
presented to the two special teachers involved in the study. 
From this album the shorter se.lections, such as the 11 Serenata11 or 
11Rataplan11 may be used quite effective.ly. The chi.ldren may first 
keep tme by cl.apping their hands; then a fevr simple instruments 
(sticks, be.lls, triangles, drum) may be ad Jed, not too maey at one 
time. Rhythm instruments may a.lso be used as accorapaniment to songs. 
For example, in rrAre You Sleeping?" a triangle may be rung at the 
beginning to simulate the sound of an a.larm C.locl:. A drum may be 
used to e.ccompany "Yankee Doodle, 11 and sticks may be used to 
accompany "This Old Man. 11 
If an autoharp is available, the children may become familiar 
·with it by simply playing chords. In some cases, it may be necessary 
for the teacher to guide the child's arm or hand movenent. Later, 
&iter fru;tj_J.iar.Lza·C,j_ C:" ·;·;i th the tr:strument, children may accompaey 
very s:Unple songs. "Are You Sleeping?" and "Row, Row Your Boat 11 rr.ay 
be accompanied with one chord (C or F, depending upon the range of 
the children's voices). 
Melody bells may be used with the "Pussy Willmv" song (see 
Singing Activities), if they are in a lower key, such as c. If a 
piano is available, the teacher may have the children play very 
simple scale passages, ascending and descending. This may also be 
used in tone matching games. "Vi"hile one child plays a scale tone, 
guided by the teacher, the other children may sing it. It may be 
possible to teach a very simple tune to some of the children, or at 
least to guide their hands while they are playing it. P...ere, again, 
the other children may join in singing. Simple tunes might include 
"London Bridge 11 (key of C) and 11 !Jar~r Had a Little Lamb 11 (key of F). 
CHAPrER VI 
AN EVALUATION OF TIIE PRO,JR.t'UJ OF SUC-GESTED 
M1JS I CAL ACTIVITIES 
The preceding chapter dealt with the activities pro~ram Yrhich 
vms presented to the teachers of two special classes of ·trainable 
mentally retarded children. The activities 'l'!"ere incorporated into 
the regular music period and individual responses to various 
activities were noted, as was the response of the group as a whole. 
These observations v.rere expanded upon through meetings with the 
special teachers. 
For the purpose of clarity, the tvJO groups v'rere considered 
separately, one group being referred to as Special Class A, the 
other as Special Class B. In order to form a more complete picture 
of each class, ~ ~ class, the group response was evaluated first. 
Individual responses were evaluated on a case study basis. 
I. SPECIAL CLASS A: GROUP RESPONSE 
Special Class A was comprised of eight children, five girls 
and three boys, ages ranging from six to eleven. Within this group, 
the I.Q.'s ranged from 30 to 53. Individual pnysical character-
istics will be discussed as a part of the case studies. 
A. GROUP li.ESPONSE TO SINGIID ACTIVITIES 
For the most pa_rt, group response to most of the songs 
suggested vms good; that is, the songs presented little or no 
difficulty, initial interest was evident and it was continual. 
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With five of the songs ("Home on the Range, 11 "Five Little 
Chickadees," 11 0ld MacDonald," 11 I Am the Wirrl," and 111ty" Little Puppy11)39 
some difficulty was encountered and a favorable respol1Se was slow 
in developm9nt. It sl:ould be noted that these songs were longer than 
most of the others suggested; related to this is the fact tha.t the 
class was, according to their teacher, a somewhat immature group, as 
a whole. Of the tone games suggested, only one, the Climbing-the-
Ladder game, seemed to evoke a favorable response from the class. 
These children seemed, also, to respond with interest to the use of 
a tape recorder in the classroom. Minimal improvement was noted in 
the singing ability of the group since the beginning of the program. 
B. GROUP RESPONSE TO R':lTIH?JIC ACTIVITES 
The 11large11 muscle activities (marching, sliding, and 
galloping) seemed to provide these children with a measure of 
enjo;yment; however, some difficulty i\aS encourrtered with skipping 
activities. The 11 small" muscle activities (bouncing a ball to 
music and drawing to music) also presented difficulties; here, again, 
immaturity and poor coordination may have been the decisive factors. 
"The Hokey Pokeyn and "Bow, Bavr fulinda, 11 both simple dances, were the 
only dances to which the children seemed to respond with little 
difficulty. No response vas indicated in both the 11 Caroussel11 and 
the nchimes of Dunkirk11 dances. Some improvement was noted in mus-
cular coordination and control through the use of rhythmic activities. 
40rhe sources here are, respectively, Singing and Rhyming, 
Book 2, ~ Kindergarten Book, Singing ~ Rh,vming, Book 2, and Sing 
and Do Records. 
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C. GROUP R.E3 POI'JSE TO LISTEEHJG AC'l'IiliTES 
Listening was the area ·which seemed to evoke the least response 
from the group; this indicates a need for working even rore "'trithin 
this area, as these children seemed to experience considerable 
difficulty in learning to listen well. For those activities involving 
active listening (dramatizing stories, follovving directions), no 
response was indicated. The same reaction was also noted for the 
listening game, How Many Sounds?; however, the Drum Game, also a 
listening game, did evoke a favorable response fro~n the group. Not 
all the selections for passive listening were played; of those i'rhich 
were used in the classroom, "The Sleepy Family," 11Skater's \laltz," 
"Hush, Nzy- Ba.be, 11 and "To Spring11 seemed to have been the favorites. 
Stories such as "Snow Vihite and the Seven Th'Tarfs 11 and "Bambin were 
found to be too much for the very limited spans of attention of 
these children. The Liadoff selection, "The Music Box," also met 
vnth no success, for reasons unknown. 
D. GROUP RESPONSE TO ACTIVITillS USIII]} INSTRUMENTS 
Generally, response to activities using instruments 
(specifically, rhythm instruments and melody bells) was slovv in 
development, vr.i. th some difficulty encountered. The auto harp was 
one instrument which :provided a source of initial interest to this 
group. No piano was available in this classrooi!l.e 
II. SPECIAL CLASS A: INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES 
Subject: s. B., Female 
!f!l:.: 8 years, 10 months 
Degree of Retardation: I.Q.-41, M.A.-3 years, 5 months. Etiology 
of retardation unknown. 
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Pgysical Characteristics: s. B. is small for her age. She suffers 
from headaches and is absent from school quite often. Her coordina-
tion is poor, but she loves to dance and sing. Her speech ability 
is very limited, but she attempts some sounds as she sings, with an 
occasional intelligible word. She is the only one in the class 
with an excellent ear for tone and pitch, which she produces vrith 
some degree of accurac,y. 
Response!£ Musical Activities: s. B. indicated favorable interest 
in almost everyone of the suggested singing activities, including 
the tone game and the use of the tape recorder. Improvement Yms 
noted in her singing ability since the begi~~ing of the program. 
Within the area of lis·tening, again she indicated interest in most 
of the listening activities, with the exception of the active 
listening selection, "Iey Playful Scarf," which presented some 
difficulty. High interest level ·was maintained vri th most of the 
"large" muscle rhythmic activities, the exception beine skipping. 
Response to 11 small" muscle activities vas slo·wer in development. Of 
the simple dances suggested, only "The Hokey Pokey" seemed to be a 
source of enjoyment for her. Some improvement vms noted in her 
muscular coordination through the use of these activities. s. B. 
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seemed to prefer rhy-thm instruments to tonal and harmonic instru-
ments; response to the .Latter was slmrer. Her teacher remarked that 
s. B. is probably the most musically talented child in the class. 
She has an excellent sense of pitch and can sing an ascending and 
descending scale quite accurately. She loves music and participates 
with genuine enjo~ment, encouraging the others, in fact, Q7 her 
obvious enjo:yment. Her abilities seem somewhat unusual in a child 
'With such extremely limited mental ability. 
Subject: E. N., Female 
Age: 6 years, 10 months 
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Degt:ee of Retardation: I.Q.-43, M.A.-2 years, 10 months. Etiology of 
retardation uru(nm1n; evidence of simple brain damage. 
Physical Characteristics: E. N. is small for her age and is quite 
:i.mmature. She has been hospitalized (an eye impairment), so she has 
fears and uncertainties to overcome. othen·rise, she is quite healthy 
and cooperative. She can talk and sing, though not well. Her 
attention span is short and her coordination poor. She is slm<ly 
learning to catch, throw, and bounce a ball. 
Response 1£ l~usical Activities: E. N. indicated a degree of interest 
in most, but not all, of the songs in the program. Response to the 
tone game was slow· and she indicated no interest in the tape recorder. 
Some noticeable :Lnprovement in her singinc ability was noted. E. N., 
along w:i.. th most of her classmates, responded least to the selections 
involvinr; active listening, >•rith the exception of the listePing game 
using a drum; response to this activity ·was quite favorable. :More 
interest was shovm in the selections invol vinr; passive listening, 
with "Skater's \'ialtz," "Hush, My Babe," "Sleepy Family," and "Clair 
de Lune, 11 as the favorites. The last two seemed to have a quieting 
effec·l:; on her. Because of E. N.' s poor coordination, rhythmic 
activities involving the use of 11 small" muscles presented some 
difficulties. "The Hokey Pokey, 11 how·ever, seemed to present no 
such difficulties. Little si~n of L~provement in muscular coordina-
tion and control was evident. E. N.'s response to activities using 
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rhythm instruments -was slow in developn:ent; she indicated no respo!1.se 
to the autoharp and melody be.Lls. It may be that her general 
immaturity and mental age are the factors .Limiting her response. 
She likes r:msic and the more appealing tunes stay with her. Some 
of them ("This Old Han, 11 for exa."rlple) she even sin~s at home. 
Subject: R. R., &~~e 
!!£: 11 years, 6 months 
Degree 2.f. Retardation: I.Q.-30, l£.A.- 3 years, 5 months. The fact 
that he has two bro·t.hers in institutions for the mentally retarded 
suggests the possibility of congenital brain da~age. 
Pgysical Characteristics: R. R. is average in size for his age. 
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He is an alert and interested participant in most musical activities, 
though he hesitates to r,articipate in any unfamiliar activity. He 
carries a tune quite vvell, sings snatches of familiar songs a·t will. 
He likes rhytlu11ic activities and is fairly well-coordinated. His 
health, generally, is good, though he seems to suffer from a chronic 
nasal congestion. 
Response to Musical Activities: R. R. reacted quite favorably to 
almost ail of the suggested activities, i.n all areas. He apparently 
enjoyed all the songs, ·with the exception of "Eensie ·aeensie Spider." 
The tone games and the tape recorder also interested him. R. R, 
followed the trend of the group in respondinG least to the active 
listening selections, ;•rith the exception, again, of the Drum ga~e. 
He seemed to enjoy the shorter selections involviD..g passive listening. 
The only rhythmic activity i'ihich presented some difficulty to H. R. 
w·as galloping; apparently he experienced no difficulty 'With 11 small11 
muscle activities. Improvement was noted in his muscular coordina-
tion throut;h the use of these activities. His j_nitial response to 
activities using instruments was a good one and it appeared to have 
been continual. Being one of the older children in the class,R. R. 
brought more background of experience to this program. He enjoys 
music though he is reluctant to begin a new activity. Once it 
becomes familiar to him, he enjoys it. His voice is fairly true to 
pitch and it has a pleasing quality. H01\uvcr, he does not listen 
well; the area of active listening is one in which he could benefit 
from more experience. 
Subject: s. N., Female 
Age: 10 years, 5 months 
Degree of Retardation: I.Q.-30, M.A.-2 years, 6 months. Etiology-
of retardation unknm~. 
Pgysic~l Cl1aracteristics: s. N. is a spastic-paraplegic; her 
mobility is limited by her fear of falling and her poor balance. 
Her speech is limited; participatiol" in activities is also limited 
by her very short span of attention. She is not large for her age, 
and her responses are quite immature. Except for a considerable 
number of colds, her health has been fairly good and she seems to 
be a happy child. 
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Response .:!:!.£.Musical Activities: For the most part, s. H.'s response 
to the sin£9-ng activities was slm"'' with some difficulty experienced. 
11
.f'..re You Sleeping? 11 and "Row, Row Your Boatn were the only tvro songs 
in which she shmved any real interest. The tone game and tape 
recorder were of no interest to her at all. No discernible change 
was noted in her singing ability since the beginning of the program. 
The only phase of the active listening program which offered her any 
enjoyment •ms the Drum game. The passive listening selections, vrith 
the exceptions of the longer stories, seemed to have been more to her 
liking; again, "Sleepy Family, 11 "Clair de Lune, II and nskater' s iHaltz" 
'\Vere the favorites. Because of s. N. 1 s physical limitat:Lons, 
rhythnic activities presented difficulties; sliding, skipping, arrl 
galloping were too much for her. No discernible change was noted in 
her muscular coordination through the use of these activities. Her 
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response to activities using instruments 1"JaS slow in development. 
Because s. N.'s responses are so verJ limited, her teacher considered 
even a slight indication of interest as good, which it was. Her 
phYsical limitations are the basis of so ma~y uncertainties that she 
is in a constant state of anxiety, which limits her ability to 
participate. 
Subject: P. w., IJale 
Age: 6 years, 6 months 
Degree .££ Retardation: I.Q.-53, M.A.-3 years, 4 months. Mongoloid. 
Physical Characteristics: P. 1'[. is small for his age; this is his 
first school experience. His span of attention is very short and 
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his coordination not very good, but these are probably both correlated 
to the fact that he is so young. His speech is repetit-l .. ous and 
parrot-like, but he does learn to sing songs. His geneni health seems 
good. 
Response to Musical Activities: P. \V. 1 s response to mos-t of the 
singing activities -vm.s rather slav•• The tone games and a few of the 
songs ("Home On the Range,n 11 0ld :UfacDonald," "Eensie Heensie Spidern) 
did not seem to interest him at all. No discernible change Yms 
noticed in his singing ability since the beginning of the program. 
No response to the active listening selections was indicated, with 
the exception of the Drum game; he seemed to respond quite favorably 
to this. Within the area of passive listening, P. VI. 1 s favorite 
selections seemed to have been nThe Sleepy Family, 11 "Clair de Lune, 11 
and 11 Skater 1 s Ualtz.n The rhythmic activities seemed to be quite 
difficult for P. w., again Jrobably due to his general irmnaturity and 
poor coordination. Drawing in time to music drew no response from him 
at all. No discernible change was noted in muscular coordination 
through the use of these activities. He indicated some interest in 
activities using rhythm instrwoonts, no interest in the autoharp or 
melody bells. P. n. is enjoying his first school experience. This 
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fact limits his response to all activities because he is stiil 
adjusting to the group and to the classroom routine. He likes music; 
his mother reported that he sings some of the songs at home. 
Subjecji: B. c., Female 
Age: 10 years 
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Degree 2f Retardation: I.Q.-36, M.A.-3 ~~ars, 6 months. Evidence of 
brain injury, etiology unknmm. 
Physical Characteristics: B. c. is handicapped by poor coordination 
and lack of ma2:.ual corrtrol; there is a considerable degree of 
spasticity in her r'!ovements. Her speech is poor; she is abl.e to 
pronounce individual. words, but her connected speech is quite unin-
te.Lligible. 
Response~ Musical Activities: Although B. C.ts speech is poor, 
evidently she participated actively in the singing progra:n; her 
response to the songs and to the tone games was generally favorab.Le. 
However, no noticeable improvement was noted in her singing abi.Lity 
since the program 1s beginning (B. c. entered the class in January 
of the school ~rear). Tr.e (H1.LJ .dste:::inr; act.:l.vities in which she 
seemed to indicate an interest were the passive listening selections, 
with the shorter selections favored. Even though her coordination is 
poor, she did not seem to experience any significant degree of 
difficulty with the "large" muscle rhythmic activities. No notation 
was made regarding her response to the 11 small'l muscle activities, 
but it seems reasonable to assume that these would provide a greater 
measure of difficulty to a child of her limited raotor ability. She 
seemed to experience no difficulty with the simple dance, 11The Hokey 
Pokey." Her response to rhythm instruments was good; apparently 
she did not have the opportunity to use either the autoharp or the 
melody bells, as no notation was made regarding her response to these 
instruments. B. c. does attempt to participate actively in music, 
even though she is somevrhat hampered by her physical limitations. 
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She seems to know most of the songs the class sings, though her sense 
of pi·t;ch is not too good and she tends to sint:: quite flat. 
Subject: J. B., 1:hle 
~: 7 years, 6 months 
Degree Ef Retardation: I.Q.-46, 1<1.A.-3 ;y·ears, 3 :::1onths. ?,orm of 
brain damage due to nephrogenic diabetes insipidus. 
Physical Characteristics: J. B. is a very sraall 7 year old; his 
physical development is slow. His condition requires that he drink 
unusually large anounts of liquids. Since his liquid intake has 
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been increased, so:rne improvement in his physical a.'t1d mental ability 
has been noted. J. B. has no real speech; he is finally mana2;ing to 
say, and not ver3r well, a very few isolated words. He attends a 
speech clinic. Ilis coordination is not too good but it is improving. 
He is in generally good health. 
Response to Musical Activities: Though J. B. does not speak, 
apparently he enters wholeheartecUy into the spirit of the singing; 
a good initial and continual response to all the singing activities, 
including the tone games and use of the tape recorder, vro.s indicated. 
Some progress has been made with regard to his singing ability as 
his teacher remarked that he now· tries to hum and sing syllables. 
J. B. did respond to the listening game but was unable to interpret 
his reactions. The passive listening selections TIThe Sleepy Family" 
and nclair de Lune" seemed to have a quieting effect upon him. He 
did not appear to have experience any real dtfficulty vri th the 
rhythmic activities, with the exception of skipping and the "small" 
muscle activities. Some improvement rras noticed in his muscular 
coordination and control through the use of these activities. He 
enjoyed using rhytlh11 instruments, but was sl01:rer in accepting the 
autoharp and melody bells. J. B. is handicapped by his lack of 
vocalization, but despite this severe limitation, he was an active 
participant in most of the activities. He now attempts to sing, 
particularly in the tone games. He likes rhythms and does fairly 
well until he becomes carried away with his o~ performance. 
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c b t ~ l:r "' le uU jec : tJ. ~.., .. •ema 
Age: 7 years, 6 months 
Degree of Retardation: I.Q.-35, H.A.-2 years, 7 r1onths. I:Iild hydro-
cephalic. 
Physical Characteristics: J. K. is a large child f~ her age; she has 
no speech but she can hum a tune. She is highly active, nervous, and 
easily disturbed by changes in routine. Her coordination is poor and 
there is sane spasticity in her r:1ovements. Her school attendance has 
been regular; she has not missed arw days because of illness. 
R~s;ponse to Musica~ Activities: The only three songs in vm:i..ch J. K. 
vras initially interested Yrere "The Getting-up Song, 11 "Are You 
Sleeping?", and "Rovr, Rrn'l' Your Boat. 11 Response to the other singing 
activities was slovr. There seems to have been a noticeable improve-
ment in her ability to hu.rn since the beginning of this program. 
Again, the most faYorable response to the listening ac·ti vi ties "~Jvas 
in the areas of the listening games and the passive listening. 
J. K.'s response to the rhythmic activities seems, for the most part, 
to have been slow in developing and little sign of i.':lproYement in her 
muscular coordin2,tion was noted. Sinilarly, some degree of difficulty 
1vas experienced in the use of all the instruments, rh:y-tlunic, harmonic, 
and tonal. J. K.'s responses, generally, are limited by her lack of 
speech. She is really interested in music and can hun quite tune-
fully most of the songs her classmates sing. She has a fair sense of 
rhythm when trying to keep time -vrith the others. She enjoys all the 
musical activities and seems to benefit by them. 
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II. SPECIAL CLASS B: GROUP RESPOI.JSE 
Special Class B was comprised of ten children, four girls 
and six boys, with their ages ranging from eight to fifteen ;yrears; 
six of the children were ten years of age or older. Within this 
group, the I.Q. 1 s ranged from 34 to 56; the children were either 
mongoloid or brain damaged children. Host of the children in Special 
Class B had been attending school for six years. 
A. GROTJP RESPONSE TO SHJGING AC'I'I\ll'ITES 
The response of the children in Special Class B to the 
singing activities was, for the most part, very favorable, the 
exceptions being among those children having severe speech limi ta-
t ions. The selection 11Row, Rcnv Your Boat" was sung as a round and 
appeared to be one of the favorite songs; 11 Home On the Range," 11 0ld 
MacDonald, 11 and 11Vlliere Is Thumbkin? 11 were other songs very much 
enjoyed by the children. Apparently the length of the songs was of 
little significance in their acceptance. 'rhe majority of the children 
in this group responded quite favorably to the tone games (the Fire 
Siren game and t,he Climbing-the-Ladder game). The tape recorder vras 
not used with this class. 
B. GROUP llESPONSE TO HHYTHMIC ACTIIJI'l'ISS 
The response of this group to most of the suggested rhythr.J.ic 
activities seemed to be some·what slow in developnent. YJith eight of 
the children, some difficulties 'nere encountered, particularly 1"Tith 
the "small" muscle activities. The suggested dances \'rere not 
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accepted too readily; their teacher observed that these children 
seemed to prefer imitating the type of dancing done by older brothers 
or sisters. The one exception to this general response to rhythmic 
activities vras in the area of drawing to music. This appeared to be 
heartily enjoyed by most of the children. 
C. GROU:P RESPONC::E TO LISTEl'JINJ- ACTIVITIES 
Again a somevrhat slo'\"r response to listening activities i"J"as 
indicated by this group. The favorites amonz the active listening 
selections appeared to have been "Lit-t.le Indian Dru..'Tl, 11 11 American Folk 
Songs for Children, n and "Strike Up the Band. n ',';here a good initial 
response to the passive listening selections was indicated, the 
favorite selectior'cS •vere 11Clair de Lune, 11 "Skater's \',;altz,n and 
"Little Sandman. 11 The listening games evoked a'tl initially favorable 
response fro:1 three of the children; among the others, the response 
-vras slow in de·v'eloping or there was no response at all ( tvro instances). 
D. GROFF H.ESPOHf.J2~ TO ACTIVITII.i;S USI1JG IHSTRill.illliTS 
Most of these chilo..ren enjoyed using rhyth.'TI instruments, 
rr eferring to accompany recorded music rather than their mm singing. 
The :r:elody bells evoked continual interest on the part of six of the 
children. The piano and autoharp vrere not used in this classroom. 
IV. SY2CL'l.L CLli.SS B: INDIVIDUAL lillSPONSES 
Subject: T. G., i.ill..Le 
Age: 7 years 
Degree of Retardation: I.Q.-54. 1Jongoloid. 
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Physical Characteristics: T. G. is very small in size. This is his 
first year in school; he appears to have made a satisfactOI"'j adjust-
ment. His muscular coordination is fairly c;ood, as is his speech. 
Response to Musical Activities: The response of T. G. to the singing 
activities was favorable but slow in developmerrt, v,r;L th some dii"i'iculty 
encountered (this includes the tone g&ues). The exceptions to this 
were the songs 11Vrhere Is Thumbkin?j1 "Eensie v:eensie Spieler, 11 and 
11 This Old !Jan. 11 His initial response to these was good and it was 
continual. Some improvement in his singing ability rras noted since 
the beginning of this program. T. G. displayed somewh3.t les:J 
interest in the listening activities. His response to the listening 
selections, active and passive, was slovr in development, with sone 
difficulty encountered. He indicated no response to four of the 
selections ("Lead a Little Orchestra, 11 nLittle Indian Drum, 11 "Snovr 
-~·il:.ite," and "Clair de Lune 11 ) and to two of the listening games (Hm;; 
l.iany Sounds? and the Drum game). T. G. did not respond at all to 
most of the rhyt~~ic activities, the only exceptions beinr the m~rches, 
the galloping activities, and 11 The Hokey Pokey. 11 His response to the 
use of the rhythr.J. instrurnents and the melod~,r bells was favorable but 
slorr in development. Some improvement vvas noted in his singi::1g 
ability through the use of instruments. T. G.'s imra.a.ttll'i ty and ?lis 
lack of school experience may have been the contributing factors to 
his generally sloTr response to nost of the musical activities. 
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Subject: J. F., 1\Tale 
Age: 8 years 
Degree of Retardation: I.q.-54. Hongoloid. 
fpysical CD~racteristics: J. F. is soall in size, has fairly good 
coordir.ation, alt:wush he is quite pidgeon-toed. This does not seem 
to hamper him except in skipping activHies. His speech is fair. 
Res:ponse to Eusical.Ac·t.ivities: J. F.'s response to the singinr; 
activities ·was favorable although slmv in developnent in some 
instances ("Are You SleepiP.g?," 11R01::, How Your Boat," "Home On the 
Range, 11 and "Eensie Y!eensie Spider"); his response to the tone games 
was also favorable but slrr.:r in development. Some improvement was 
noted in his sing ins ability since the begini'1inE of this program. 
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For the taost part, the listening activities also evoked a favorable 
response, though a slo;-r one, from J. F. Two of the act:i.ve listening 
selections ( "Americc.n Folk Songs for Childrenn and "Strike Up the 
:&lnd") were initially enjoyable to him and remained so; one of the 
listening games, hCY.'rever (Hm'T ITan,y Sounds?), evoked no response :l.n 
him whatever. He appeared to have enjoyed the marchinG a:1d galloping 
activities the most, vdth the other rhyt.hmic activities prssenting 
some difficulty to him. The sliding and ba.U bouncing activ-ities 
vrere too difficult for hi~; he did not respond at all to these. 
Some improvemen+, "Fras noted in his muscular coordimtion throut;h the 
use of these activities. J. F. a})parerrtly enjoyed trn use of 
rhythm instruments and the melody bells although, again, his response 
i"ras slow in development. He did not care to use rhythm instruments 
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to accompany class singine, preferriP~ to use them to accompa~r 
recorded music. ~.:lome Laprovement vas noted in his singing ability 
and his listening ability through the use of instruments. 
Subject: R. P., 1\ale 
!:.f!E..: 8 years 
Degree of Retardation: I.Q.-54. Mongoloid. 
Physical Characteristics: R. P. is small for his age and is very 
active; his coordination is good. His comprehension, thouch still 
limited, seems to have improved somewhat; he follows directions more 
readily (there has been a change in his r.q.). 
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Response !£ Husical Activities: R. P. is one child Yfho appears to 
enjoy all types of musical activities. His initial response to all 
the singin;:; activities was good and it vm.s continual. 'fhe same vms 
true of the listening activities, wit.h one exception: his response to 
the story 11Bambi11 was slmrer in development. 1\.lso slo'i'i~r in 
development Yrere his response to the slidine; act.ivities and to the 
suggested dances. Some :L;-aprovement was noted in his muscular 
coordination through the use of these activities. He also appears 
to have enjoyed using the rhythm instruments (preferring to accompany 
recorded music) and the melody bells; moreover, some improvement 
1~s noted in his singing ability and his listening ability, apparently 
as a result of the use of instrmnents. 
Subject: E. s., Male 
Age: 9 years 
Degree of Retardat:i.or:.: I.Q.-56. Brain Damage. 
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Physical Characteristics: E. s. is normal in size; his coordination 
is fairly good. He has very little speech abilit;y· and is being given 
help in this area in school. His health is generally quite good. 
Response to Musical Activities: E. s. was rather slow to respond 
to the singing activities, 1vith the exceptions of holiday and 
patriotic songs and the tone games; with these, he appeared to have 
had no difficulty whatever. Some i.mprovement was noted in his 
singing ability since the beginning of this program. He seemed to 
have derived considerable enjojTnent from the listening selections 
and games. 1\mons the active list.enine; selections, the only one 
which did not evoke a good initial response ·vras 11 Lead a Li tt.le 
Orchestran; his interest developed slm,rly in a nm:iber of passive 
listening selections also: "Little Sandman," "To Spring, 11 and some 
of the longer stories ("The Little Engine That Could," 11Bambi, 11 
nsnovr White~. 1.1ost of the rhythmic activit:i.e s presented some 
difficulty; the only activities he found easy to perform were the 
marching and galloping activities. He did not respond at all to 
the ball bouncing and drawing to music. Only slight improvement ras 
noted in his musculc:.r coordination through the use of rhythmic 
activities. E. s. did appear to have enjoyed using rlzythm instru-
ments, preferring to accompany recorded music rather than class 
singing His response to the melody bells was favorable but 
slower · n develop:nerrt. Some i.mprovement \'laS noted in his sine5.ng 
ability and his listening ability through the use of instruments. 
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Subject: J. 11., Female 
Age: 10 years 
Degree of Retardation: I.Q.-54. Brain damage. 
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Phy-sical Characteristics: J. M. is of average size for her age. 
Because of her condition, there is pressure on one side of her head; 
the head itself is odd in shape, almost square-looking. Her coordina-
tion is fairly good. This school is new to her; she entered only 
this school year (1960-61). 
Response .:!!.£Musical Activities: J. M. has a verJ good voice and 
participated actively in all the singi~ activities, i!"lcluding the 
tone games. Her response to all the songs i"JaS ver:J favorable and 
continual. Improvement was noted in her singing ability since tl~ 
beginnine of this program. Her response to the listening activities 
was also one of interest, with the exception of tYro of the 
selections, 11The Little Engine That Could11 and "Bambi, 11 both 
stories. Her response to these i'laS slo1'rer in development. J. H.'s 
response to the rhythmic activities Tras nore varied. She aDparently 
enjoyed the 11large11 muscle activities and the dra'.·rins to music. 
However, her response to the other 11 smalln muscle activities and the 
dances was slower in development <md accompanied by some difficulty. 
Some L1provement was noted in her muscular coordination through the 
use of these activities. She indicated a good initial response to the 
rrzythm i:nstruments and the melody bells; improverrent 1:1as noted in 
her singing and listening ability through the use of instruments. 
Quite obviously, J. M. is a child who derives much enjoyment from 
musical activities. 
Subject: A. H., Female 
~: 11 years. 
Degree of Retardation: I.Q.-54. 1EonEoloid. 
Pbzsical Characteristics: A. M. is short and quite overrreight due 
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to inactivity. Her muscular coordination and speech are fair, health 
generally good. 
Response to Musical Activities: The singing activities appeared to 
have given A. M. no difficulty at all; she responded quite favorably 
to the songs and to the tone games and her interest TfaS continual. 
Improvement 1rns noted in her singing ability since the begirming of 
the program. The listening activities did nat seem to interest her 
as much. Except for four selections ( 11Li ttle Indian Drum., n ttAmerican 
Folk Songs for Chi.Ldren II 11Strike Up the Band II and "Skater's Waltz") 
' . ' ' 
her response to these act.:i.Yuies, though good, was slovr in development 
with some difficulty encountered. The rhyt,hmic activities also 
presented some difficulty, notably the sliding, ball bouncing, and 
dravring activities, and cne of the dances ("Caroussel"). Hovrever, 
some improvement was noted in her muscular coordination through the 
use of these activities. A. M. also appeared to have thoroughly 
enjoyed the use of rhythm instruments and the melody bells. Some 
improvement in her singing and listening ability b~r the use of 
instruments ·was noted. A. M. is another child vmo seems to enjoy 
music very much; she is perhaps hampered in her ability to 
participate more actively in the area of r~~hms, for example, by 
her overweight condition, although most of the 11large11 muscle 
activities (marching, galloping) did not appear to eiv~ her too 
::nuch difficulty. 
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Subject: i.r. s., Female 
Age: 12 years 
Degree .£f Retardation: I.C;}.-46. Brc:l.in damage. 
Plzy"sical Characteristics: M. s. is a hyperactive child, althoush 
at times she moves very slcraly; her movements are generally quite 
sporadic and her muscular coordination poor. 
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H.esDonse to ~.Iusical Activities: M. S. has a fairly pleasing voice 
and is able to carr.f a tune. Her response to :nost of the sones was 
good, with two selections being the e..xceptions: 11Row, Row Your Boat," 
and nr,'here Is Thumbkin? 11 • She seemed to have responded nore slowly 
to these. She was not particularly intere:::;t, in the tono :pmes; 
the Climbing-the-Ladder game gave her some diffic~uty and she did 
not respond at ?..11 to the Fire Siren game. Some i1nprovement '\VaS 
noted in her singing ability since the beginning of this program. 
On1y one of the listening activities ("Strike Up the Band11 ) 
evoked a favorable response in !.1. s. Her response to the other 
listening activities vras slow in develop:nent. She did not. respond 
at all to one of the listening games, the Hm'V' Many Sounds? ga.ne. 
Her negative response to the rhythmic activities is quite under-
standable, in view of her poor coordination. The only activities 
which seemed to present only Slight difficulty were the marching 
and galloping activities, both 11 large 11 r.1.uscle activities. No 
discernible change was noted in her coordination, even after parti-
cipation in this prosr~un of rhythmic activities. Her initial 
response to the use of rhythm instruments was good and it vrn.s 
continual; she preferred using them to accomparr.Jr recorded music 
rather than class sinur'Yj_ng. She appeared to be some·what slower in 
responding to the melody bells, even though she displayed some 
interest. The use of instruments apparently brouf:,ht about some 
:i.J!l.prover:1ent in her listening ability, not much in her singing ability. 
Subject: c. T., Female 
Age: 13 years 
Degree of Retardation: I.Q.-66. Brain damage. 
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Pgysical Characteristics: c. T. transferred fron the educable class 
to this trainable class; her mental faculties seem to be deter.krating. 
Her speech ability is severely limited; she has, in fact, almost no 
speech at all. 
Response!£ Eusical Activities: Despite her severe speech problems, 
c. T.'s response to the singing activities was surprisingly good. 
She could not sing 1'rith words but she could hum along or make some 
sound of her mm. Apparenijly, none of the singing activities, 
includi!'.£ t!:le tone games, failed to interest her. HoYrev-er no 
discernible ch~nge was noted in her singing ability since the 
beginni!'~ of this progr~~. c. T. 1 s interest in the listening 
activities appeared to be slow-er in develor-ment. Two of the active 
listeninc; selections ( 11Lead A Little Orchestra 11 and 11Little Indian 
Drurn11 ) did evoke an initially interested response, as did the Y!hat 1 s 
My Song? game. The other active listenins; selections and lis·!iening 
games dicl not seem to c:rouse as much interest in her. Of the passive 
listeninr; selections, three ("The Lit·tle Sngire That Could, 11 11 Clair de 
Lune, 11 and 11Li t ~-.le Sanclman") seemed to have been her favorites; the 
others, again, did not interest her quite as much. With the 
exception of the bclil-bouncing activity, all the rhythmic activit.ies 
appeared to have ~)rovided c. T. vrith a large measure of difficulty. 
Some i.tr.provement 1-ras noted in her muscular coordination throur,h the 
use of these activities. c. T. also enjoyed using the rhythr.J. 
instruments (accompanying recorded nusic and class singing) and 
the melody bells; the use of instruments also ap::-earod to have 
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brought about some improvement in her singing and listening abilities. 
Subject: 11. P., Uale 
Age: 14 years 
Degree .£!: Retardation: I.Q.-48. Brain damage. 
Physical Characteristics: H. P. is quite small for his age; he has 
a somewhat vague look about him. His coordim tion is rather poor 
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and his speech not too clear, though he is capable of speaking 
distinctly when he is reminded; this process of "reminding 11 must also 
be carried over into other activities, indicativ,_g a some~vhat 
indifferent attitude. 
Response to l:Iusicalll.ctivities: M. P. did not appear to have dis-
played any indifference to the singing activities; his response to 
all of them, including the tone games, vm.s good and it was continual. 
Hcwrever, no d1.scernible change vras noted in his singing ability. 
He did not seem to have displayed quite as much interest in the 
listening activities; his response to all of these, while favorable, 
was slow in development. 'rhe rhythmic activities appear to have 
presented him vrith the greatest measure of difficulty; only four of 
these activities (sliding, galloping, circling novements, drawing to 
music) evoked so~ne response in him and that was slow in development. 
No discernible change was noted in his muscular coordination from the 
use of these rhyth.'Tlic activities. He did enjoy using rhythm instru-
merrts to accompany recorded music rather than class singing. 
Subject : M. B., :MaJ.e 
... \ge: 1.5 years 
Degree of Retardation: I.Q.-34. 1.fongoloid. 
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PhysicJ.l Characteristics: u. B. is large in size for his age; his 
muscular coordination :Ls poor, movements quite rough. His speech 
ability is severely li.'Tli ted; there appears to be a language barrier 
(his parents are Hungarian refugees, the child -v"Jas born in Canada). 
Response .:!?.£ ~.1usical Activities: Generally, 1:. B.'s response to 
musical activities was sporadic and not alwa:y-s favorable. He dici not 
respond at all to the sinsinc acti vi ties, Tri th the except ion of three 
selections ("This Old I.Ian, 11 11Iity' Little Puppy," and ·the holiday and 
patriotic songs) and the response to these was sloi'r. His response 
to most of the listerj_ng .:tctivities was also slmr, for the mont part. 
Only tYro of the active listening selections ("Little Indian Drum11 
and "Strike Up the Band") appealed to hi!!l initially. Two of the 
listening games (YJhat's By Song'.:' and the Drum game) and one of the 
storj_es ("The Little Engine That Could11 ) did not appeal to him at all. 
One of the rhythmic activities (galloping) evoked a good response in 
him; he was slower to respond to marching, ball bouncing, and clra·wing 
activities. He did not respond at all to the sliding and circling 
activities or to the simple dances. Apparent.1y, hovrever, participation 
in these activities did brins about so8e improvement in his muscular 
coordination. The use of rh:ytllm instruments and melody bells did 
afford him a consj_derable degree of enjoyment, altnou;:::h he preferred 
usine the rhythm instruments to accompany recorded nus:i.c. 
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III. A C01JPARISON OF THE T.VO SPECL\1 CLASSES 
Because of the extremely limited merrt.al ability and performance 
of trainable mentally retarded chilc~en, control groups obviously 
cannot be used in the evaluation of any pro~am of activities; nor 
can even simple comparison of groups provide an~y clear-cut ansvrers 
to the problems faced in establishing and inplementinz an activities 
prograr,1. But a comparison of groups can point up certain similarities 
in reactions and nossible -reasons for differences 5_n reactions. 
The most obvious difference betrreen the tvro groups, Special 
Class A and Special Class B, was that of age. The average age in 
Special Class A was 8.7 years; in Special Class B it ;Yas 10.7 years. 
Furthermore, the children in Special Class B had had the benefit of 
more classroom experience; half the group were in their su'"th year of 
school. The children in Special Class A .-mre in their second year of 
school. These differences could be important factors in the reaction 
of a group to particular activities. For example, in the area of 
si:r.ging activi_ties, the group reactions of both classes -vmre similar, 
for the most part; where any real differences occurred, the songs 
were those vd1ich are longer than usual ( 11 0ld i:,TacDono.ld, 11 11 Home On the 
Range"), or more difficult, melodically. It is quite possible that 
the attention span of the older group vras longer and more developed 
than that of the younger group. This is further borne out by the 
fact that the ltstening activities did not particularly appeal to 
Special Class A but they managed to evoke considerable interest in 
Special Class B. It vvas previously mentioned that the teacher of 
Special Class P. had indicated a definite need of her class for more 
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work in this area. It is interesting to note that the longer stories 
( 11Snmrr ·;n1ite," "Bambi," "The Little Engine") were just too much for tha 
younger group; the response of the older group ~:ras slow in developing 
but it -rms favorable. Apparently, the older children were capable 
of assimilating such large doses of listening. At first, the 
differences in reactions to t..1-le rhyth!aic activities seemed to be 
quite peculiar; Yrith consideration of the individual backgrounds, 
hovrever, these differences y,rere found to be reasonable. It was the 
younger group yf,1ich had the least difficulty Trith the rhythmic 
activities; ordinarily it is assumed that younger cl!ildren lack the 
muscular coordination &nd control of their older schoobJates. The 
difference appe2.red to lie in the hif!;h percentage of children ''rith 
brain damage B:nc:/or physical handicaps in Special Class B. Heither 
class 'V"IaS especially interested in the dances (with the exception 
of "The Hokey Pokey11 and nBow, Bm'i Belinda11 in Special Class A); 
either the dances "l'rere too difficult (rmich could have been the 
case vnth Special Class A) or the children had more sophisticated 
tastes (which was the case Trith Special Class B). 
Very little differences occurred in the area of activities 
using instruments. Indic<:<.tions from both classes 1'\'ere that they 
vrere thoroughly enjoyed, though slight difficulties were encourrtered 
in sane instances. 
The activities suggested as part of the musical program for 
trainable merrtally retarded children iWre chosen Yrith a definite 
purpose in mind. A lmovrledge of the extreme limitations of these 
children demands care in the selection of the specific activities. 
There arc other factors in the educational process of trainable 
children which mn be distinct adve.ntages. One of these is their 
intense desire to please. Another is the necessity of constant 
repetition; a song rmich would be boring to ch:Ur1ren of norm.al 
mentality may be appealing to t.rainable chilc:lren because of its 
repetitious nature. S:Unplicity and appeal are the key factors 
involved in the choice of activities for trainable children. Sone;s 
such as 11Are You Sleeping?," "Row, RovrYour Boat," m~;Ihere Is 
Thumbkin?~1 "Pussy TJill()'I.'T, 11 11Eensie Tie ens ie Spider, 11 were chosen 
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because of their comparative cimplicity and brevity. Longer and more 
difficult songs, such as 11 Home On the Range," "Old l'.TacDonald," 
11 People On the Bus," rrcy Little Puppy, 11 and "I f ... m the 1.'iind," Yrere 
chosen because of their melodic appeal and/or the possible element 
of fai·niliari ty. It was interesting to note that, ~-n the area of 
singine; activities, the reactions of both gron:ps were quite similar; 
the songs, for the most part, were enjoyed by the children. ,ahere 
any sharp differences occurred, the so!"'..gs vrere those Yrhich -..wre 
longer or more difficult, melodically; -vrith these, the younger group 
(Special Class A) E~eemed to have experienced more difficulty. 
Because the muscular coordination of these chilclren is 
generally not up to normal standards, emphasis "\'JaS placed on rhythmic 
activities usine; ttlargen muscles, activities such as marchine;, 
galloping, sliding, and skipping. Some 11 small11 muscle activities 
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were sugsested (bouncing a bail to music, waving sc~1rves to music, 
dra1ving to music) for the purpose of possible development of finer 
coordination. It 1vas assumed that the younger group, because of 
their irnmaturi ty and lack of muscular contro.L, wou.Lcl e:~perience nore 
difficulty vrith the rhythmic activities. This v~as not the case. The 
difficulty was encountered by the older group, Spacial Class B, and 
the difference had little to do vnth a~ lcve.L. The older group 
contained a comparatively high percentage of brain damaged children 
-rfhose muscular control wns sporadic and genera.Lly quite poor. With 
the possib.Le except.ions of "The Holcey Pokey" and 11 Bovr, Bovr Belinda11 
(both quite sii1ple dances), ·which appealed to the younger group, 
neither class i"/as particularly interested in the dances suggested. 
The older children appeared to have had more sophisticated tastes, 
preferring to imitate the dances done by older brothers and sisters. 
This problem of more mature tastes coupled vn th limited ability is 
of special concern ;·rhere there is a Yride range of differences in 
ages within one special class; it becomes difficult to select an 
ac·tivity ·which will have itigh interest value to all the children. 
< ---
The lister:ing activities 1'rere selected wi·t;h a vie·w tOTrard 
developing the listening ability of these children. 'fhis is ore 
area which can provide them 1"rith a measure of enjoyment for the rest 
of their lives, if they have developed the habit of listening c;.nd 
the ability to listen attentive.Ly, even to a limited degree. It 
'V'JaS to this end that the active listenil.'lG selections were directed. 
They included short stories wh:)_ch provided opportunity for rhythmic 
e).."Pression or sL1lple d.ramatiz,ation through listening to simple plots 
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or directions. Listening games "\'Jere included with the sa.11e pu...--pose 
in mind. The purpose of the passive listenin£; selections was quite 
different; for the most part, these were chosen for their quieting 
effect. In the area of listening, it appeared that age level was an 
important factor. With their com!)aratively short spans of attention, 
the younger children did not respond as Trell to the listening 
activities as did the older group. There were three exceptions to 
this, and they T<ere in the area of passive listening. "Skater's 
Waltz, 11 "Clair de Lune," and "The Sleepy Familyn were thoroughly 
enjoyed by the younr;er group. LogicaLLy enough, the loncer storj_es 
("Snow 1 •• ,bite, 11 11Barabi," and 11The Little En£:ine That, Could11 ) did not; 
anpeal to the younger e;roup, either. 
Aside fror:1 the obvious purpose of enjo~'lilent, the instrumental 
activities were also selected for the purposes of providine an 
outlet for energies and a means of development of mus~1lar control 
and attention span. Although neither of the classes had a piano 
available, the children did have the opportunity to use the rhythm 
instruments and melody bells. Special Class A also had the 
opportunity to use an autoharp; this instrumerrh did not appee.r to 
have been used in Spec:.tal Class B. The response of both classes to 
activities using instruments -vras quite similar; generally, it \':'aS 
one of interest and enjoyment. Both groups indicated a preference 
for using rh)--thm instrtunents to accompany recorded music rather than 
class singing. 
The belief of the liusic Educators National Conference that the 
:L-nportance of music is an accepted fact by those who 1'rork with the 
mentally retarded appears to have been borne out by the response 
of both groups of trair...able chi.Ldren to music. Certainly it tras an 
accepted fact qy the teachers of both these special classes. 
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CHA.PrER VII 
SUMMili1.Y ANjJ RECOMMEKJt\TIOYf: 
11ith the recent development of public school programs for 
the trainable mentally retarded, nm':'" problems have arisen with 
regard to the planning and implementation of the activities 
prescribed by such educational proGrams. One of the most 
important of these activities is music, ;·rhich can furnish these 
children vrith such a variety of interests and such a >N-ealth of 
enjo;yment. It was the purpose of this study, then, (1) to examine 
the value of music in fulfilling some of the ph;;rsical, emotional, 
and psyc!1olocical needs of mentally retarded children in a special 
classroom situation, (2) to outline a proc;r<::r.J. of musical activitj_es, 
givins careful consideration to the needs of these children, and (3) 
to evDluate the effectiveness of the suggested musical acti,rities by 
examinin0 the individual responses of trainable mentally retarded 
children to these activities. 
The literature revierred for the purposes of this study 
consis.J:.ed of books and periodicals dealing witl~ excent.ional 
children (incluc!in~ the mentally ret.:u~ded) in general, periodicals 
dealing specifically ·vri th mu:::;ic for the mentally reta:rded, and 
unpublished Ymrks related directly and indirectly to the topic. 
The term ntrainable :c1entally reta:rded child," used throur,hout 
the study, was interpreted as meaning the child 1mo possesses 
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potentialities for learning self-care, adjustment in :1ot1e and 
neighborhood, economic usefulness in a sheltered environment. These 
children are not c.spable of learrttng academic stills beyond rote 
learning of some sb,ple -.mrds or numbers; the~.r speech and languo.c;e 
abilities are lir:'.i ted and their aj)proxirnate I.Q. range is 25 to 50. 
Their mental ages as adults range fro::-2 three to six years. 
The term "educable mentally retarc1ed child" Tm.s interpreted 
as meanine; the ch:i_ld 1-rho cannot prof:L t sufficiently from regular 
elementary school work because of slO':'r mental developDcnt, but 
who can learn so:me academic skills, particularly in a special class 
situation. The approximc.te I.Q. range of these ch:i.ldren is bet·ween 
5o and 70, mental ages as adults range from six to twelve years. 
Since the term "special classn applj_es to a specific 
situation referred to throughout the study, it 1"/aS interpreted 
as meanine a specialized situation in a public school, be·bter 
equipped to meet the needs of mentally retarded ch:Ucire n than are 
regular classrooms; the teacher must have thorour;h tmderstanding of 
the problems of mental retardation. 
Certain clinical types of retardation w-ere also referred to 
throut;hout the study. The term "mongoloid" was interpreted as 
mean:i.ng the child characterized !Jhysicall;-." by an abnormally short 
skull, almond-shaped eyes, and a short and somewhat stocky build. 
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Most mongoloid children are moderately retarded and Trill have the 
mental ability of the normal three, four, or five-year-old individual. 
"Brain-injured child" was interpreted as meaninG the child Tiho 
before, during, or after birth has suf:~ered some injury to, or 
iP.fection of, the brain, resultin:; in var;yin[; degrees of neuromotor 
L~pairment, mental retardation, or atJ-pical behavior. The braiP--
injured child is not, al1•rays mentolly retarded, but in this study, 
the ter:11 17a.S used to denote those children :i.n >•rhom the brain darr..age 
has resulted in mental retardation. 
Although all the experimental studies revleTred, with ore 
exception, vrore concerned vrl th music for educable mentally retarded 
children, the findinss vrere considered of value in determining 
what ef:Cective act.j.vi ties cou.ld be used -vri th trainable ci1ildren. 
Generally, these findinss sug-;ested that participation of slow 
learners in meanin~ful musical activities w-as of more importance 
than acquisition of sl:ills. Listening, sir..ging, rhythmic response, 
and playing instruments ·were all a part of the music progra'l, "l'ri th 
consideration given the interc"st value of each activity. Constant 
repetition Ym.s found to be an extremely important factor in worki:r..g 
Yr.i.th these children. Also noted was the fact that progress was 
difficult and a high rlcgree of patience 1·ras mcessary. 
It appeared, from a review of these investie;ations, that 
the area of music for trainable mentally retarded children is still 
largely neglected. This may be due to the fad thc.t the establish-
ment of special classes in public school systems for these children 
is a comparatively recent development. 
In view of the fact that any effective p::.~ogram of activities 
must be bCJ.oed on t.he needs of ti1e participa:'lts, it '.~'Cls necessary to 
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examine, specificc.lly, the needs of traiYlable mentally retarded 
children. This vta.s attempted through perusal of the literature in 
this particular area. It vms also believed ·that a pror;rarn of this 
type vrould be evaluated more effectively throur,h active par'vicipation 
by the children themselves. A progra!Tl of music was formulated and 
thus presented to tvro special classes of trainable mentally retarded 
children for this purpose. 
An examination of the needs of trainable !7lentally retarded 
children disclosed that certain "Jhysical, mental and social traits 
appear to be characteristic of particular age gro-ups of mentally 
retarded. In one special class of educ8bles observed in ~~other 
study, the majorj_t~v of retarded children in the 5 to 7 age r;roup 
seemed capable of Yta.U:ing, running, and jtunping, but vrere sloC"r in 
acquiring the ability to skip. Speech ability also developed 
slovrly for the rnajori ty of these chilclren. Socially, children of 
this ace group tended ·to be followers in a group, ">1ith little 
initiative or ir.Jagina·tion. Their mental ability y~as ver"J much 
limited by their slow perception and associat1on. The older 
children, ages 8 to 10, were not as limited, physically. liuscular 
control of their limbs was fr.irly i'rell developed. I"Jith these 
children, suggestion and imitation were dominant; i!l play and co!lduct. 
Lack of comprehension in the children of this age level resuJ.t0d 
in failure to carry out directions. 
Yiith children who are severely mentally retarded, the 
follorring concepts must be borne in mind: (1) retarded children 
must be taught as much as possible throuGh ...-mat can be seen; ( 2) the 
attention span of these cl:.ildren is very short; (3) motivation of 
trainable retarded children is limited, but of:'ering activities 
which they are able t,o nerform provides a means of giving !}raise, 
which they need; (4) patience is necessary in teaching these 
children, for improver.r1ent is slow and limited. Though trainable 
children are severely li.c'Ilited, there is a necessary place for music 
in their general educational program. It is :Lrnports.nt, h01-vever, 
that the music progrrun be geared to their lL~tations. 
An e:~per:L.rnental study conducted in a class of mentally 
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retarded childree1 in Leon County, Florida, indie<:.ted that the rote 
method was the nost effective technique for teaching songs to these 
children. The primary factor in acceptance of songs seemed to be 
interest value. Another survey indicnted that o.dcquate soncs w-ere 
those which did not exceed tv,-elve neasures in lencth, with repetit.:Lous 
phase lyrics. Melodies -r;rhici1 vrere easiest to learn and wh:ich -v;ere 
retained lone;cst y;ere those -:rhi ch vrcre 1iE;ht vrit~1 a strong rhyth'Ilic 
beat. Tone games brO'l.J.t;ht about improvement in ability to sing on 
pitch. At Je-,:-r:i_sh Hospital in Brookl;yn, New York, it was found that, 
through the use of sinzj_ng, the children were helperl to overcome to 
a certain decree suc!1 ps:rchologicc.l impedinents as poor ne:-:10ry and 
quick discouragement. Furthermore, all the children shovred at least 
slight improvement in speech ability. 
Because of the generally poor muscular coordination of 
retarded children, initial rhytrmic activities should involve 
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rhythmic ma!'J.pula-t:Lon of large rn.uscles. Basically, the nurpose 
of rhyth"'l.ic activities, aside fron the provicl'..re of enjoynent, sJ:ould 
be -the development of r:mscu.lar control. Creative rh;y-thms or sim.ple 
draiT'.t:"l.tization may also aid in extending the s:oans of attention of 
these children. 
Listenj_ng activities may be c;ro;.rpcd into -G~-ro broad categories: 
p::1ssive lisL~eninr;, and active listening, whic:-,_ invol7os conscious 
attent5.on and pa:d;icipation. Passive lis·teninc; can exert a quieting 
i!'.fluence if it is geared to the e:cistins eno-Gj_ons o:~' the chilclren. 
Certain ~G:;pes of recorded music may facilitate relaxation. One 
method of sti.'11u.J.a-t.ing :J.ctj_ve liste nine; is through the use of activity 
records or records of stor:Les Vihich can be dramatizeCl s:L:tply. 
Listening games may also be a neans of developing the ability to 
listen ·well. This ability is an inportant aspect of sense training 
in a prograi'!l. for the trainable mentally ret.:-:.rded, but the process 
must be a highly repetiti-ve one • 
.Altlwuch trainable mentally yoetarded cnildTon can.>J.ct actually 
learn to play band or orchestral instrmnents 7Ti th any degree of 
proficiency, they may derive a ;:;reat degree of cr~jo~'D.ent throush the 
use of simple rhyl:;b.iJ., hc:.rrrronic, and t.orzl instru.,."1ent~J. The rhyth"'l 
band is an important part of the r:msi c pyoogram for trainable children 
and can be an effecti-ve 1:1eans for combininG social adapt.:::.tion Trith 
r;msculcr control .:::.nd increased attention span. The autoharp J:J.ay be 
used ~ri t:1 little difficulty by trainable childr~)n, and they may even 
learn to play a simple scale passage or a tune on the piano. All 
these activities contribute to the pleasur8 and the sat:Lsfaction 
these chilciren may derive from actiYe participat.io:·: in a varied 
program of music. 
The program of activities presented to both :::necial classes 
involved in the study was pur::>osely ra·t;her limited, so that. the 
necessa:r:r repetition Tiould ·:-)ro~.ride the b2,.sis for a sore valid 
interpretation of the results. The teachers y;ere provided ;·'ith a 
check-list evaluatj_on s>oet for each pupil. On each she·~,t ':rere 
lis·t;ed all the s~ecific activi-ties ,j_th c:reas representing different 
levels of response to be checked off. These sheets <Yere actually 
.for the benefi·t. of ·t;he special class teachers in keeping 2. record 
of each child's pro:c::ress by ·t;i1.e sirnplest ::")ossi'oJ.e means. The 
information ,,7hicll comprised t:w case studioc:; :;as obtained by neans 
of coni'erences -..·r'.1.tl: the ·i;eacherc, r:itil ·t;he.se check sheets as -v;ritten 
records of observations made. 
The activities sug ;este;:::. as p.:·n·t of the musical pror;ran for 
trainable mentall;;r rotardec2 children vrere c:~osen ~-;ith a :lefini te 
purpose in nind. A kno,:dedge of the extreme limi ta·l;ions of t.hese 
c:1.ildren demands cc:.re in the selection o£' tho Epecifj_c activi-ties. 
'l'here are other factors in tho educaticnal :tJrocess of JGhese children 
-vrhicl1 can 'oo distinct advantac;es. One of ·these is t.heir intense 
desire to please. Another is the necos(.;it;.r of constant repetition; 
a sor>.g which wo·u.ld be bo:ring to ch:i.ldrcn of normal montali·b~r may be 
appealing to trainable children because oi' i'ts repetitious nature. 
Simplicity and appeal are the ~-:ey factors invol vcd in the choice o.f 
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activities for tr2inable children. Songs such as 11Are You Sleepinr;?, 11 
"H.o1!'r, HOI'r Your Boat, H 11\'fhere Is Tht.nnbkin?," "Pussy -~Til.Low, 11 11 Densie 
':Ieensie Spider, 11 were chosen because of their comparative simplicity 
and brevity. Longer and more difficult soY'.gs, such as ''Home On the 
Range," 11 0ld IJacdonald, 11 "People On the Bus," rrJ,zy- Little Puppy," and 
nr P.Jll the -,-.;ind, II "\'!Bre chosen because of their EJ.elodic appeal and/or 
the possible element of familiarity. 
\7ithin the area of singing activities, the reactions of both 
groups vrere quite si::r.ilar; the songs, for the most part, were enjo;yed 
by the children. 1':-'nere an;y sharp differences occurred, the sones 
were those which Yrere lonzer or more difficult, melodical.Ly; ;nth 
these, the younger groun (Special Class A) seemed to have experienced 
more difficulty. 
Because the muscular coordination of these children is, 
generally, not up to normal standards, emphasis was placed on 
rhythmic acti vi_ ties using 11 large11 muscles, activities such as 
marching, galloping, sliding, and skipping. Some 11 small11 muscle 
activities v:ere suggested (bouncint; a ball to music, vmving scarves 
to music, draYfing to music) for the purpose of possible development 
of finer coordination. It was assu..11ed that the younger group, because 
of their immaturity and lack of muscular control, would experience 
more difficulty Yli th the rh;ythmic activities. This vras not the case. 
The difficulty was encountered by the older group of children, 
Special Class B, and the difference had little to do 1Jith the age 
level. The older group contained a comparatively high percentage of 
brain damaged children whose muscular control -r'ias sporadic and 
t;-enerally quite poor. With the possible exceptions of 11 The Hokey 
Pokey" and "Bm,., Bovr Belinda," (both quite s:i_mple dances), ·which 
appealed to the younger group, neither class v:as particularly 
interested in the dances suggested. The older chiJ.dren a:Jpeared to 
have had nore sophisticated tastes, preferri!'.g to imitate the dances 
done by older brothers and sisters. This problem of more mature 
tastes coupled with limited ability is of special concern where 
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there is a wide range of differences in ages ;~ritl~.E, one special class; 
it beco:t!les difficult to select an activity which TiilJ. have high 
interest value to all the children. 
The listening activities \'.rere selected with a vi81"r tov'iard 
developing the l:i.steninG ability of these children. This is one area 
which can provide them vrith a measure of enjo:yment; for the rest of 
their lives, if they have developed the habit of listening and the 
ability to listen attentively, even to a limited degree. It i~.s to 
this end that the active listening selections were directed. They 
included short stories vlhich provided opportunity for rh:rthmic 
expression or simple dramatization through listoninc; to simple plo·ts 
or directions. Listening garues were included with the same purnose 
in mind. The purpose of the passive listening selections ;·ras quite 
different; these ••rere chosen, for the most part, for their quieting 
effect. It appeared that, in the area of listeT'ing, age level >T<lS 
an important factor. The younger chilfltl'en, with their comparatively 
shorter spans of attention, did not respond as well to the listening 
activities as did the older group. There were three exce:r_:)tions to 
this, and they were in the area of passive listening: 11Skater's 
Waltz," "Clair de Lune," and 11The Sleepy Family" 1rere thoroughly 
enjoyed by the younger group. Logically enough, the longer stories 
( 11Snoi'1 Vfhite," "Bambi," and ~~'rhe Little Engine That Could11 ) did not 
appeal to the younger group, either. 
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Aside from the obvious purpose of enjoyment, the instrumental 
activities were also selected for the purposes of providing an outlet 
for energies and a means of development of nuscular control and 
attention span. iD.though neither of the classes had a piano 
available, the children did have the o:nportunity to use the rhythm 
instruments and melody bells. Special Class A also had the opportunity 
to use an autoharp; this instrument did not a:opear to have been used 
in Special Class B. The response of both classes to activities using 
instru.inerrts was quite si:r.!ilar; generally, it c:;as one of interes·ti and 
enjoyment. Both groups indicated a preference for using rh;;rtlun 
instru111ents to accompany recorded music rather than class singing. 
The belief of the i:usic Educators National Conference that the 
i.;·nportance of music is an accepted fact by those .-rr.o work 1-rit:.1 the 
mentally retarded appears to rBve been borne out by the response of 
both e;roups o.f traimble children to music. CertainLy it v;as an 
accepted fact by the teachers of both these special classes. 
II. RECotTI,JEi:illATIONS 
In reviewing much of the literature on the topic of music for 
the trainable mentally retarded, it becar.11e quite a::>parent that there 
is a great need for more researclc in t:·1is area, particularly in view 
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of the fact that special classes for trainable children are becoming 
more munerous. The area of nusic is one of the ver-;J few areas, 
possibly the only one, in which thece children can achieve some 
measure of success. It is one of the most effective areas in which 
there can be considerable carry-over into their necessari.Ly shelt;ered 
lives. In order to evaluate even more effective.Ly specific types of 
musical activities for these chi.Ldren, more extensive studios are 
recommended, studies y;hich ;rmu.Ld :L:lvolve a longer :period of ti\Tie 
for imp.Lementation of the progra.rr: and greater numbers of chi.Ldren. 
Few definite conclusions can be reached in studies of this type, but 
the result of such research could be a program of musica.L activities 
which would bring ma.ximu:r.J. enjo;:.'ment and sat.isfaction to t.hese 
trainable children 17ho need it so much. 
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APPE:NDIX A 
Evaluation Sheet 
Name of Child: 
Age: 
Degree of Retardation: 
Physical Characteristics: 
Reaction to J'Eusical Activities 
Sin[;ing Activities: 
(To be -considered: Appeal 
of song, rate of learning, 
interest, participation, 
improvement in pitch, 
diction) 
Getting Up Song 
Are You Sleeping? 
Row, Row Your Boat 
Rig-a-jig-jig 
Five Little Chickadees 
Home On the Range 
Old IJa.cDonald 
Will You Come? 
Vfhere Is Thumbkin? 
People On the Bus 
Pussy VIillow 
Eensie Weensie Spider 
This Old Man 
Jack In the Box 
I .c'\.m the ":,'lind 
:r'~l Little Puppy 
Holiday and patriotic 
songs 
C-ood initial 
response, 
continual, 
little or no 
difficulty 
Good response 
but slmv in 
developine, 
so:rre 
difficulty 
No 
response, 
great 
difficul-bJ 
Singing Activities (cont.) 
Tone Games: 
Telephone game 
Fire Siren game 
Climbing-the-Ladder game 
Use of tape recorder 
C-ood initial 
response, 
continual, 
little or no 
diffiClllty 
F~s there been any noticeable improvement 
in the child's sin~ing ability (voice 
quality and diction) since the beginning 
of this progr~~? 
Listening Ac-Givities: 
Good response 
but slmr in 
developing, 
some 
difficulty 
Improvement 
tConsider effectiveness of 
individual selections for 
their particular purpose--
passive, to soothe and quiet; 
active, to stimulate attention, 
improve listening habits. 
Consider also the appeal of 
individual selections and 
stories.) 
Good initial Good response 
response, but sla~v in 
corrtinual, developing, 
little or no so1;19 
difficulty difficulty 
Active Listenipg: 
Lead a Little Orchestra 
I:tr" Playful Scarf 
A Visit to 1ty Little Friend 
A Walk in the Forest 
Little Indian Drum 
!wnerican Folk Songs for 
Children 
Strike Up the Band 
Listening Games: 
How Lla.ny Sounds? 
What 1 s l;zy- Song? 
Drum game 
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No 
response, 
great 
difficulty 
No 
Discernible 
Change 
No 
response, 
great 
difficulty 
L_istening Activities (cont .• ) 
Passive Listening: 
Creepy, the Cra\l'rly Caterpillar 
The Little Engine That Could 
Slow· Joe 
Snovr -~:Jhite and the Seven Thvarfs 
Bambi 
Sleepy Family 
Clair de Lune-Debussy 
Music Bax-Liaooff 
Theme, Sonata in A-Mozart 
Skater's 1Yaltz-Waldteufel 
\.'altz in A-Flat-Brahms 
Hush, My Babe-Rousseau 
:Melody in F-Rubinstein 
Little Sandman-Brahms 
To Spring-Grieg 
Rh;y:tbmic Activities: 
(Consider ability to partici-
pate in activities, ability to 
move fairly vmll in time to the 
music, muscular control and 
coordination.) 
"Larce" muscle Activities: 
Harch of Tin Soldiers 
Soldier t s lfarch 
Valse Serenade (sliding) 
1Valtz, Op.9, No.3 (sliding) 
Jaglied (skipping) 
\Tild Horseman (galloping) 
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Good initial Ci:>od response No 
response, but slow ih response, 
continual, developing, great 
little or no some diffic·ulty 
difficulty difficulty 
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Rh;ythmic Activities (cont.) 
Good initial Good response ?·To 
response, but slcm· in response, 
continual, developing, great 
little or no some diffictuty 
difficulty difficulty 
11Small11 muscle Activities: 
Bouncing ball to music 
Circling movements with arms, 
hands, later us~nc scarves 
Draviing 11 in time" to rausic 
Simple Dances: 
Hokey Pokey 
Caroussel 
Bow, B01'1" Belinda 
Chimes of Dunkirk 
Is there aey sign of improvement in muscular Improvement No 
coordination and control through the use of Discernible 
these activities'? Change 
Activities Usin~ Instr~ments: 
(Consider interest, ability to Good initial Go or! response No 
handle and to play instrunerrts, response, but SlOTT in response, 
possible improvements in other coP..tinual, developing, r:reat 
musical abilities thrOU2) the little or no some difficulty di.fficuJ..-cy-
use of instruments--sinr;ir..r;, 
listening, for example.) 
difficulty 
Rhythm Instruments: 
Usi11...e; records 
Acconpanyine; songs 
Harmonic and tonal instr~-r:1ents: 
-----
Auto harp 
Lfelody bells 
Piano 
Has there been any i;~mrovcnent in singing ability through the use 
of instrm!lents? In listening ability? 
r, D1"'T.'. T71 
.n . .r .. ~J.:d\JJ..JD: B 
Rhythm Instruments: 
Records: Strike Up the Band (Educational Record Sales); ~:Iusic for 
Rbythm Bands (RCA. Library). (Shorter selections from 
this album, suc!l as 11Serenatan and nuataplan, n may be 
used.) Bec;in by having children :-:eeiJ t.ir::e by clnpping 
hands. 'I' hen add a fevr si.::ple instrui11ents, not too rn.ar.y 
at one time (sticks, triangles, bells, drum). 
Rhythm instr1L1Tlerrts may also be used a:: o.cconpaniment to sones. 
For example, in l!f~re You Sleepine;?" a trianr;le may be rung at the 
bee;inning to simulate the souncl of an alarr.1 clock; a dru.;n D.ay be 
used to accompany "Yankee Doodle" and sticks may be used to 
accompany "This Old lT.an.n 
Harmonic Instruments: 
~'\.utoharp 
Tonal Instruments: 
I:2 this instruJnent is available' the children 
may become familiar 1'rith it by si:-:1.ply ['laying 
chords. In some c:"-ses, it may be necessary for 
the teacher to guide tho child's arm or hand 
movement. Later, after familiarization Trith 
the instrmnent, children may accompany very 
simple songs. "Are You Sleeping? 11 and nRovr, 
Rarr Your Boat n rr.av be accomPanied r;i th one 
chord (C or F, dePenclinrr, U:?~n the r:mge ui" 
tne ci:1ildrcn r s -voices). 
M:elody bells may be used with the 11 Pussy Yiillo-vrn song (see Singing 
ActivHies), if they are in a lo"'?.-er key, such as c. 
Piano If a piano is aYailable, the teacher may have 
the children play Yer;;· sirn.ple scale passages, 
ascendint; and clesccPr1inG. This raay also be 
used i:;. tone natchinr; c;aiaes. Tn1ile one child 
plays a scale tone, guided by the teacher, the 
other children may sing it. It may be possible 
to teach a ver;:r sinple tune to some of the 
chilrlren, or at least to Gl1ide their hands 
w'hile they are pla:Jrinr; it. Here, again, the 
other chil,lren nay join in singir..g. Si.111.ple tunes 
might include "London BridGetT (key of C) and 
n:,Iary Had a Little Lamb" (key of F). 
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~-;ith -Ghe recent c.evelopment of public school proGra:rJ.s for 
the trainable mentally retarded, neyr problems have arisen -rJit h 
regard to the plan.nins; and inplementat;ion of the activities 
prescribed by such educe tional proe;rems. One of the most Lrnportant 
of these activities is music, 1mich can furnish these children -rrith 
such a variety of interests and such a v;ealth of enjo:1'ment. It v;as 
the purpose of this study, then, (1) to exa.11ine the value of music 
in fulfillin::; so:;1e of the physical, emotioml, and psycholo;:ical 
needs of mentally retarded children in a special classroom situation, 
(2) to outline a pro;:;ram of musical activities, Giving careful 
'd t• .L. ,, d P.L.' ''~1re -'(-,it 1' consl era ::.on uo ·Gne nee s 0.1. .... nese cnL'-C n, ana .J 1 o eva u.::<Je 
the effcctivenes8 of thn sur;cested r.m:Jical activities by e:~a.r..ining 
the individual responses of trainable LJ.entally retc.rrled children to 
these activities. 
The literature revi.er;ed for the purposes of this s"vudy 
consisted of books and per~_odicals dealing vrith exceptional 
children ( includins th!3 mentally retarded) in c;eneml, periodicals 
dealincs specifically with :r.msic for the mentally retarded, and 
un_oublished vrorks related directly and indirectly to ·the topic. 
It vas believed th~t a pro:::~2n of t !U.s t;)TT>e ~mulri be evaluated 
more effectively through active !)articipation by the chilclre:1 ~hemselves. 
A program of music was formulated and thus presented to kro special 
classes of trainable mentally retarded children for this purpose. The 
program of activities presented to both s::mcial classes involved in 
the study r.as pu.rposely rather liiTiited, so that the necessar-J 
repetition 't"TO;.J.lrl ::rr-ov:Lcl.e the basis for a n.ore valid interpretation 
of the resuJ:t,s. The toac!1ers ":"ICl~e p!'o·vide0. r:1. th a check-list 
evaluation sheet for each pupil. On each sheet ~·.'B:re listed all the 
specific activities with areas reprsserrtin;; diL'erent levels of 
response to be checked off. These sheets yrere actually for the 
benefit of the special class teachers in keening a record a:' each 
child's progress by the sinplest :90ssible means. The information 
Yrhich comprised th8 cc;.se stu::Ees Tias o"Jtained by means of co!'l..ferences 
with tile teachers, Trit~1 these chec!·: sheet.s as ':7rit'Gen records of 
observat1 one r..12.de. 
The activities sug::;ested as part of the musical program for 
trainable mentally retarded children nere chosen with a defini to 
purpose in mind. A knowledge of the extreme l:i.nitations of these 
children ce~ands c~ro in the selection of the specific activities. 
There are other factors in tl1e educational process of these children 
TI"hich can be distinct adv2.ntages. One of these io their intense 
desire to please. Another is the necessity of constant repetition; 
a song -vmich v7ould be borin[~ to children of nornal mentality !"laY be 
ap:pealin;:; to trainable children because of its repetitious mture. 
Si:nplicity and appeal are t::e key factors involved in the choice of 
2 
activities for trair:able chilrlren. Songs such as 11Lre You Sleeping?," 
"Row, 1-lOi"r Your Boat, n nyn1ere Is 'rhumbkin'l," "Pussy ':'Jillov:, 11 11Eensie 
-v:eensie Spider, 11 11ere chosen IJecause of their conparaM.ve simplicity 
and brevity. Lon::;er a!'ld m.ore rJ:i.fficult sonss, suc:1 as nliome On the 
3 
Range," 11 0ld :tJa.cDonald, n 11 People On the Bus, 11 n;.~r Little Puppy, 11 and 
11I .An the i'lind, 11 ·:rere c:1osen because of their nelodic appeal ::mcVor 
the po~::;ible element of fa:J.iliarity. 
\Tit~1in the area of s~ .. nginr; activities, the reactions of both 
groups ·.rere quite si1'1ilar; the songs, for t.lle nost na:rt, v:ure enjoyed 
by the children. ';';b.ere acy sharp difference~ occtl!'red, the sop..gs 
Trere tl:.ose rbich Trero longer or :noro difficnlt, noJ.oclically; vrith 
these, the ~10unger t,"To·o.p (Special Class .l'.) seemed to have experienced 
more dEf:Lculty. 
Because the :r.mscular coordinat··.on of tnese children is, 
generally, not up to normal standards, emnhasis "\'/as placed on 
rhythrlic ac"liivities using nlarge" muscles, activities such as 
marcbinQ", 1:2.lloping, slidin,-c, and skipping. SorJ.e 11 small 11 muscle 
activities Ymre suggested (bouncinc a ball to music, wavinc:: scarves 
to music, dravri.ng to music) for the purpose o.f possible development 
of finer coordination. It "\'!aS assu..rned that the votm:::z;er GI'O'lp, because 
of their inrnaturity anc1 lack of nuscular control, would e::perience 
more d.if£'icult7 ''rith the :-hy-tl:mic activ.:ttics. 'l'his was not the case. 
' d' f..,. - ' ' h ' " ' ' C• ' Tne ~- .::LcuJ.ty -rms encounc;erec1 by t .. e olaer group o1 cln.lcren, 0pec~al 
Class B, and the di:fi'erence had little to r1o T,-~.t:1 the age level. The 
older cror:.p contained a comparativel;.r hi~:~1 percentage of brain-
damaged ci1ildren whose musc1.1~ar con~;!'ol vras sporadic and 2;enerally 
quite poor. Wit:1 the possible exceptions o:f nT:1e :-:okez,r Pol-:ey" and 
11 Bovr, B0\7 Belincla, 11 (both quite sinple dan;es), Yrhic:'. a'J~Jealed to 
the youn:::er gro'l , ::1eit>er class Yras pa::ticularly interested in tre 
dances sue;_;e::.~ed. The older children ap:oeared to have had !~ore 
sophis·ticated to.s-tes, proferrin~. to 2_r:.itate the dar;.ces done by older 
brothers and sisters. This proolen of nore mature tastes coupled ·.-rith 
limited ability is of spocia1 ooncern ·where there is a wide ran{=;e of 
differences in ac;es 7:Hr.in one special class; it beco:::es c1.ifficult to 
select an activity Tti1ic:1 1.'.1.11 "lave };ish interest value to aLl tJ;.e 
children. 
The listenin:~ activ"ities were selected wit:·. a vi_e-:'~ try·.;ard 
developing t!1e listenins; aoilHy of these chl:ken. 'I'his :\..s one area 
whic:1 can provic!.e t!1em ~·;itl1 a measure of enjoyment foT the rest of 
t l . .. . . f t, ' . 1 d t' t.. • • t ~ - . . . ' t' aeJ..r .nves, ~ ney r.c:..ve Geve ope~ ne 11iJ.Ol OI J_J..s[jem.n~: anc~ J:-::.e 
abilit;'/ to li:::-~.en o.tten·Gively, even to a limited ·:le~;ree. It .-;as to 
this end that the 2..ctive liste::->inc; selections nero C:.L~ected. They 
includecl s!1ort stories ,:;l1icl.,_ provided OIJporiunit;:r £'or rhyt·~r:ic 
e:cpres:::>io::1 or sir:1ple dra"l.atization through listen:_nr; to sin1)le Dlot.s 
or direct:i.ons. Listeniw; canes rere incJ.ur1ed '.'rit~1 the same purpose 
j_n mind. The ::mr'")OSO o.C' tho passiv-e listenin~; select:_ol;.s v:-as quite 
different; these ·;~ere c::.osen, for the nost :rart, for their qu:LetiD.g 
effect. It appeared that, in the area of listening, ac;e level Ym.s 
an important factor. The :;o·,mc;er children, v.rit~1 their cor.1:oaratively· 
shorter spans of attenticn, did. not respond as >'.:ell to the li.stenin::; 
activities as did ·tihe older group. There '::ere three exce:')t4ons ·i.;o 
tnis, ar:d t:1o~r ·,vere in ·~.he a::.·ea of passive l:L:r[je~-:.ing: "Skater's 
·~:altz," "Clair de Lune," and "The Sleepy Fa'":lily11 v:ere thorou;;;hl:,~ 
enjo~rcc! by the younser gro~.tp. Logically enou:::::1, the longer st.ories 
( 11 Snov-r VT.'l.i te," ":Sambi," anc. "The Little Engine 11 ) did not appeal to 
the younger t:;roup, either. 
Aside frw, the obir:i_ous purpose of e!W;yment, the inst.rUc'Tlerrtal 
activities were also selected :?or the purposes o:f ::;rov:i.dinc an outlet 
for enerc;ieo <:mel a means of development of J11JJ.ccu1ar control and 
atJGent \.on ::;pan. l~lthou;~h ncit her of ti1e classec h2.o a piano available, 
and melody bells. Special Class A also had the op:;:;ortunity to u::;e 
a:r. o.utoharp; this instrun1ent did not ai"~pear to have been used in 
;;) · 1 n1 '"' pe c1a v ass ! . .:>. l'l1.G respo~1se of i>otll classes -to acti.vi ties usi:1~ 
instru.'!lents ~·ras quite s:i.ln:Uar; cene-;_~c:.lly·, it Ttas one of ir:·~oTes·~ and 
enjoy:nent. Both crou;:;s ind:Lcato-:1. a prci'er8nce for usinc: rhyth:!:l 
instrm1ents t;o acconpany recorded music rather t.han class s::..ncJ_nc;. 
There is a ~)-~ce>.t neecl. for :·,:ore rese<Orch in the etrea of music 
for 7.rainable mentally reto.rdecl children, particularly in vie,·; of the 
fact th.:~t special clas-:;cs for ·ijrainablc children n.rc; bcconin:= :101~ 
nQ'11erous. The area of nusic is one of the very fo';r a:.~eas, po:::sibly 
the only one, in -;·;hich t~ese cl-:ildren can achieve col'le :neasure of 
cuccess. It is one of t~1e nost ef:~ecti ve o.roas in which there ca::1 ':e 
considerable c2.rry-o\rer into t.heir necess2r:Uy sheltered lives. In 
order to emluo:t.c even more effectj_vel;r speci.f:i_c t:'/~e.s of musical 
activities for· these ch~ldren, ~ore extensi-r.,ro sGt~c}ics ai'e reco:ll~endcd, 
otudies which vroc:.1d involve a lon[!er period of time for i:'l:!Jlencntation 
of the pro;:;ram. and c;ro2.ter nurnbers o~: children. J?e;r r1efinite 
conclusions can be re2.c;~"od in stucies of this t:?e, but the result of 
such research coulr.l be a pro2:ram of nusic2l activities '<'.rhich ,,~ould brine 
ma.xirnUc'11 en .. l oyment .sat:~sfaction to ti:lese ·'>rainable children vrho need 
it so much. 
